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PREFACE
This publication is a compilation of the papers presented at the Second
Annual Large Space Systems Technology (LSST) Technical Review conducted at NASA
Langley Research Center on November ]8-20, ]980. The Review provided personnel
of government, university, and industry with an opportunity to exchange infor-
mation, to assess the present status of technology developments on the LSST
Program, and to plan the development of new technology for large space systems.
The papers describe technological or developmental efforts that were accom-
plished during Fiscal Year ]980 in support of the LSST Program and were prepared
by those in government, university, and industry who performed the work. These
papers were divided into three major areas of interest: (]) technology perti-
nent to large antenna systems, (2) technology related to large space systems,
and (3) activities that support both antenna and platform systems.
This publication is divided into two volumes. Volume I, entitled "Systems
Technology", includes research activities sponsored through the LSST Program
Office. Volume II, entitled "Base Technology", covers research activities
sponsored through the Materials and Structures Section, Research and Technology
Division, of the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology.
This compilation provides the participants and their organizations with the
papers presented at the Review in a referenceable format. Also, users of large
space systems technology can follow the development progress with this document
along with proceedings of previous and future LSST Technical Reviews. (See
NASA CP-2]]8, ]980.) The LSST Program Office, Langley Research Center, which
hosted the Review, will use this information as an aid in measuring performance
and in planning future tasks. The historical background of the LSST Program is
given in the introduction to NASA CP-2035, ]978, which covers a NASA/industry
seminar that provided ideas and plans to the Program Office for its initial year
of operation.
This publication was expedited and enhanced through the efforts of the
staff of the Scientific and Technical Information Programs Division, Langley
Research Center.
The use of trade names or manufacturer's names in this publication does not
constitute endorsement, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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Michael F. Card
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
Large Space Systems Technology - 1980
Second Annual Technical Review
November 1980
BASETECHNOLOGYOVERVIEW
Michael F. Card
NASALangley Research Center
The work reported in this volume has been sponsored by the Materials and
Structures Division of NASA'sOffice of Aeronautics and Space Technology.
It represents work on base technology for large space structures. As the
illustration indicates, the work in the structures area is very broad and is
focused on development of various options for spacecraft building blocks. The
effort has included development of advanced concepts for deployable or erectable
platforms and antennas, and has involved both analysis and test of structural
member,joints and subcomponents.
The role of base activities in large space structures is to cultivate longer
range ideas and explore high-risk/high-payoff areas. In doing so, new configura-
tions often pose new technical problems which require advanced analysis techniques
to provide insight into structural response. Further, there is usually a need
to provide baseline materials and structures data to confirm analysis and provide
standards of comparison. Finally, a major role of base technology studies is to
generate an in-depth understanding and perspective on competing ideas, so they
may be brought into technical focus.
In this status report of ongoing base research, materials data on the durability
of composite materials will be presented. Structural studies on loads in deploy-
able trusses, results of sizing studies of large generic truss structures and
new perspectives on concepts for large, accurate antenna reflectors will be
reviewed. In addition, new theoretical results will be presented for buckling
and vibration of lattice structures, as well as preliminary studies of damping
augmentation and adaptive control of large structures.
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OPTIMUM DAMPER LOCATIONS FOR A FREE-FREE BEAM
G. C. Horner
Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
Large Space Systems Technology - 1980
Second Annual Technical Review
November 1980
RESEARCHISSUESIN STRUCTURALDYNAMICS
ANDCONTROLOFLARGESPACESTRUCTURES
An in-house research team has been formed to address somekey issues in
the dynamics and control of large space structures. Contracts and grants are
used to supplement the in-house research effort.
Onetechnical issue under research is structural modeling of large space
structures. Onedifficulty is the large number of degrees of freedom and how
to reduce the equations of motion to a manageablesize. Onepromising tech-
nique for achieving this appears to be the continuum approach. System identi-
fication techniques will have to be developed so that space borne structures
maybe analyzed and characterized.
The placement of actuators and sensors in optimal locations is of techni-
cal interest. The most effective locations for achieving a certain control
objective must be identified. The issue of colocated versus noncolocated sen-
sors and actuators should be investigated in terms of performance and stabi-
lity.
Another issue is adaptive/learning control systems for large space struc-
tures. Someclasses of structures such as deployable and erectable structures
mayrequire control at an intermediate stage before the final configuration
is achieved. To control these systems an algorithm which can identify the
pertinent dynamics in real time will be needed.
0 MODELINGAND IDENTIFICATIONPROCEDURESFOR DYNAMICANALYSISAND CONTROL
0 OPTIMUMACTUATORAND SENSORPLACEMENTAND DESIGN
0 DISTRIBUTEDSENSI_IGAND ACTUATIONVERSUSCOLOCATEDSENSINGAND ACTUATION
0 ADAPTIVE/LEARNINGCONTROLSYSTEMSFOR STRUCTURALSYSTEMS
0 REDUNDANTMANAGEMENTTECHNIQUESFOR STRUCTURALSYSTEMS
Figure 1
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OPTIMUMDAMPERLOCATIONSFORA FREE-FREEBEAM
The objectives of this research are to identify optimum locations for
sensors and actuators on large space structures. If it is assumedthat large
platforms and antennae will have manypotential actuator/sensor locations, we
may logically ask "Where should actuators and sensors be placed?" Not only
should the optimum placement be determined, but also the dynamic characteristics
of actuators may also be necessary.
OBJECTIVES
o DEVELOPALGORITHMSTO OPTIMALLYLOCATEAND DESIGNDAMPERSFOR LARGE
SPACE STRUCTURES
DETERMINEREQUIREMENTSFOR DISTRIBUTEDSE_ISINGAND ACTUATION(AS
OPPOSEDTO COLOCATEDSENSORAND ACTUATOR)IN CONTROLOF STRUCTURAL
SYSTEMS
APPRDACH
o USE MATHEMATICALPROGRAMMINGTO SOLVEFOR OPTIMUMDAMPINGRATEAND
LOCATION,
o CONSIDERACTUATORDYNAMICSTO SOLVEFOR OPTIMUMACTUATORMASS.
Figure 2
DAMPINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA FREE-FREEBEAM
To get an understanding of the behavior of large space structures, we
first look at the damping characteristics of a uniform beam. A dash pot is
located at one end of a free-free beam. This is an ideal dash pot which is
characterized by a dampingrate, C, and no other dynamic characteristics. In
figure 3 it is seen that for small values of C (<.005), the damping ratio, _ ,
and damping rate are linearily related. This is denoted as perturbation
theory. As the damping rate is increased, the damping ratio reaches a peak
value and then decreases. The peak value of the damping ratio is about 0.2
for the first flexible mode. Supposea design problem were stated which re-
quired that the first modehave a damping ratio greater than 0.2. This
requirement maybe a result of mission performance specifications. To achieve
more than the 0.2 damping ratio in the first mode, one or more dash pots are
required. Since the design problem being addressed here is one in which the
damping ratio is prescribed for each modeto be damped, the damping rate of
the dash pots is determined.
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DAMPINGCHARACTERISTICSOFA CLAMPED-FREEB AM
The results are essentially the sameas for the free-free beamin
figure 3.
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NONLINEAROPTIMIZATIONPROBLEM
A design problem is posed which states that given the prescribed modal
damping ratio for N modes, what are the optimum damping locations and sizes?
The design problem is now cast as a nonlinear optimization problem. Since it
is not knownwhere the dash pots should be located on a structure, the initial
step is to put a dash pot at every location of the beam. The objective function
is to minimize the total dissipative effort. The constraints are that the
actual computedmodal damping ratios must be greater than or equal to the
prescribed value. Another constraint is that the damping rate must be
positive. This guarantees stability.
0 FORPRESCRIBEDMODALDAMPINGRATIOIN N MODES,WHATARETHEBESTDAMPINGSIZES
ANDLOCATIONS?
0 OBJECTIVE
MINIMIZETOTALDISSIPATION _IINZ Cii
0 CONSTRAINTS
(COMPUTEDMODALDAMPINGRATIO)j> (DESIGNVALUE)j
Ci MUST BE POSITIVE
Figure 5
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OPTIMUMDAMPINGLOCATIONSANDSIZESFORA FREE-FREEBEAM
Someresults are presented in figure 6 for a free-free beam. The design
problem consisted of prescribing a modal dampingratio of 0.5 in N modes. The
results are shownfor N = I, 2, 3, 4. The results are also split between
symmetric solutions and nonsymmetric solutions. The symmetric solutions are
obtained by minimizing the total dissipation while imposing symmetry in the solu-
tion. The horizontal lines represent the length of the beam. The vertical
lines are proportional to the magnitude of the damping rate at the location
shownon the beamaxis. The nonsymmetric solution is obtained by removing the
symmetry requirement and the smallest damperlocation. Thus, nonsymmetric solu-
tions will have no more than one fewer dampersthan the symmetric case. In
somecases the objective function for the nonsymmetric solution is less than
that for the symmetric case.
(MODALDAMPINGRATIO)i >_..5 i = 1, ..., N
N:4
SYMMETRIC
N=3
NONSYMMETRIC
I
N= 2 1
N=Z I I
Figure 6
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OPTIMUMDAMPERLOCATIONSANDSIZE FORA CLAMPED-FREEB AM
The results shownin figure 7 are similar to those in figure 6.
(MODALDAMPINGRATIO)+__,5 _ = 1,,,,,N
Figure 7
]2
FUTURERESEARCH
The future research thrusts will involve the addition of actuator dynamics
to the Structural dynamic models. This will allow the massand stiffness as
well as the damping rate of the damperto be design variables. Thus this will
be the actuator design phase.
Next, a 2-dimensional structural model which has a higher modal density
will be developed.
0 NONCOLOCATEDSENSORSAND ACTUATORS
0 ADDITIONOF ACTUATORDYNAMICS
0 2-DIMENSIONALSTRUCTURALMODEL
Figure 8
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NONCOLOCATED SENSORS AND ACTUATORS
One possible configuration of sensors and actuators is shown by the
damping matrix. As seen by the matrix, each sensor "talks" to each actuator
which gives rise to the fully populated matrix. This is in contrast to
colocation which would give a diagonal matrix. By enforcing the three
inequalities, stability will be guaranteed a priori.
ONE POSSIBLECONFIGURATION
S1 S2 S3
A1 A2 A3
S = VELOCITYSENSOR
A = FORCEACTUATOR
DAMPINGMATRIX
A1
A2
A3 C11 -C12
-C12 C22
-C13 -C23
FOR A STABLESYSTEM
-C13 ]
-C23
3
CII - C12 - C13> 0
-C12 + C22 - C23 > 0
-C13 - C23 + C33 > 0
Figure 9
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LaRC FLEXIBLE BEAM EXPERIMENT 
To v e r i f y  some of t h e  op t imiza t ion  resu l t s  and o t h e r  c o n t r o l  a lgo r i thms ,  
a f l e x i b l e  beam experiment has  been i n i t i a t e d  a t  LaRC. 
f l e x i b l e  beam experiment c o n s i s t s  of a 3.66 m (12  f t )  long aluminum beam wi th  
a 4.76 mm (3.16 i n . )  by 15 cm ( 6  i n . )  cross s e c t i o n .  The beam is suspended by 
two s m a l l  f l e x i b l e  c a b l e s  so t h a t  f r e e - f r e e  end cond i t ions  are approximated. 
Located i n  f r o n t  of t h e  beam are  fou r  e lec t romagnet ic  shakers  ( a c t u a t o r s )  
which can be r epos i t i oned  a long  t h e  beam by s l i d i n g  them a long  t h e  p la t form 
which suppor t s  them. The console  on t h e  l e f t  c o n t a i n s  t h e  power a m p l i f i e r s  
f o r  t h e  snaker  s . 
In  f i g u r e  10,  t h e  
F igu re  10 
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LaRC FLEXIBLE BEAM EXPERIMENT 
(Continued) 
F igure  11 shows ano the r  p i c t u r e  o f  t h e  exper imenta l  s e t u p .  On one s i d e  
of t h e  beam t h e  fou r  shake r s  are l o c a t e d  and on t h e  o t h e r  s i d e  of t h e  beam 
t h e r e  are n i n e  noncontac t ing  d isp lacement  probes .  With t h e  experiment be ing  
t i e d  i n  with t h e  CDC Cyber 175 computer, real-time c a l c u l a t i o n s  may be  made. 
For example, t h e  ou tpu t  of t h e  d isp lacement  probes  can be  made a v a i l a b l e  t o  t h e  
computer. Using state e s t i m a t i o n ,  t h e  v e l o c i t y  a t  t h e  shaker  l o c a t i o n s  can 
be approximated. 
gram and t h e  v e l o c i t y ,  t h e  d e s i r e d  f o r c e  ou tpu t  of t h e  s h a k e r s  can be ca lcu-  
l a t e d .  
Knowing the  damping ra te  o r  g a i n  from t h e  o p t i m i z a t i o n  pro- 
F igu re  11 
CONTROL THEORETICS FOR LARGE
STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
Raymond C. Montgomery
NASA Langley Research Center
Second Annual Technical Review
Large Space Systems Technology Program
NASA Langley Research Center
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RESEARCH ISSUES IN STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS AND CONTROL OF LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
At Langley Research Center, we are addressing the issue of structural dynamics
and control with experimentation and theoretical development. Figure 1 lists
the areas of research being addressed including modeling identification for
both the purposes of analysis and controls, design of structural control sys-
tems actuator sensor placement, and distributed sensing and actuation as opposed
to co-located sensor and actuators. Also, we will be looking at adaptive/
learning processes that could more specifically be refered to as inflight
testing procedures where a structure is tested during its deployment or
assembly and during its orbital life at specific points where we identify the
characteristics of the structure for the purpose of tuning the control system.
Another area is redundancy management techniques for structural systems. This
is important because of the relaibility issue for managing multiple very large
numbers of sensors and actuators. The management approach is indicated on
figure 2.
0 MODELING AND IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES FOR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND CONTROL
O OPTIMUM ACTUATOR AND SENSOR PLACEMENT AND DESIGN
0 DISTRIBUTED SENSING AND ACTUATION VERSUS COLOCATED SENSING AND ACTUATION
0 ADAPTIVE/LEARNING CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
0 REDUNDANT MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
Figure i
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APPROACH - THEORY
Our in-house effort involves research in adaptive/learning by myself; research
in basic design of structural control systems actuator placement and sensor
placement by Garnett Horner; and research in the application of the coupling
theory to structural control by A1Hamer. NASA has a contract to Honeywell,
Inc., in Minneapolis, MN, to do studies on closed loop control of the space
shuttle orbiter attached to a payload using the RMS arm and to look at measures
of parameter identification performance relative to real time identification of
structural systems. We have another contract with Vigyan Research Associates
to conduct studies on the application of modern control theory, mainly linear
quadratic gaussian control techniques, to structural dynamics systems. In
research grants, Stanford University is studying the problem of structural
dynamics and control design with particular emphasis on the placement of
actuators and sensors. MIT has a grant to study reliability issues--the
problem of designing the basic control systems considering that the components
have a finite reliability and may fail during operation considering large
numbers of actuators and sensors. The University of Houston is pursuing the
problem of vibrational systems and developing algorithms that are extremely
efficient for decoupling of structural models for very large order systems.
The City University of New York is conducting research on adaptive/learning
control systems. Howard University is dealing with the problem of modeling
large structural systems in orbit accounting for the orbital dynamics para-
meters. North Carolina State A&T University is studying the problem of
modeling large structural systems for both analysis and control. The remainder
of the talk will concern further detail on the items which have the bullets by
them. This is because of my familiarity with those particular subjects. For
information regarding the other subjects, one should consult with the principal
investigators of those specific grants or contracts.
IN-HOUSE • MONTGOMERY - ADAPTIVE/LEARNING
HORNER - FREE-FREE ACTUATION, PLACEMEJ_T,DESIGN
HAMER - DECOUPLING THEORY
CONTRACTS• HONEYWELL- ACTIVE CLOSEDLOOPCONTROLAND PARAMETERID
VIGYAN RESEARCHASSOCIATES, INC - CONTROLLERDESIGN
METHODOLOGY
GRANTS • STANFORD - PLACEMENT, DESIGN
• MIT - RELIABILITY ISSUES
U, HOUSTON - DECOUPLING STRUCTURAL MODELS
• CUNY - ADAPTIVE/LEARNING
VPI&SU - ADAPTIVE, PAR ID, MODELING
HOWARD UNIVERSITY - MODELING OF ORBITING PLATFORMS
• NC A&T - MODELING OF LARGE FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES
Figure 2
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NONCOLOCATED CONTROL
Langley has just completed a workshop where the specific items which had
bullets attached to them in the previous slide were discussed. Now I would
like to give you an overview of some of the results which were presented at
that workshop. The first item I have chosen to discuss is research which
is being undertaken by Prof. Cannon at Stanford University. Prof. Cannon
is considering the problem of sensor and actuator placement and, in parti-
cular, is investigating the problem of aon-colocated feedback. Figure 3
presents a discription of some of that research. On the left of the slide,
we have a schematic diagram indicating a feedback from a structural dynamics
system which is a series of discs which are connected by a wire that can
transmit torsion. Note that the angle @ is measured as the lower disc and
is then processed by a compensator which generates a moment applied at
another disc. The significant point of this research is that in certain
conditions the system becomes a nonminimum phase system which means that in
control system jargon, the system will be conditionally stable. That is, it
may be stable at one value of feedback gain on the compensator and unstable
at another. To assure that you will have a stable system requires precise
modeling.
M
! |
), n i
II
' II '
! 0
Compensator
Figure 3
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WHYDOWENEEDTOCONSIDERCOMPONENTUNRELIABILITY?
The MIT research effort involves reliability issues for large structures.
Figure 4 lists reasons that we need to consider componentreliability or
unreliability as the case maybe. Large lightweight structures in space
mayneed active dampingbecause of the tradeoffs in delivering mast orbit
versus the cost of providing active control. Also, to effect control of
manymodesfor large platforms being conceived will involve manysensors
and actuators, possibly hundreds of them. The next point is that, even
if these systems are serviced in orbit, wewould like for the service
interval to be very long. It is unfortunate that the meantime between
failures that can reasonably be anticipated will still dictate somemeans
of automatic system reconfiguration becauseof the numberof components
which may fail during one year.
A LARGE_ LIGHTWEIGHT STRUCTURE IN SPACE WILL DISPLAY MANY VIBRATORY
MODES WHICH MAY HAVE TO BE ACTIVELY DAMPED TO ASSURE MISSION SUCCESS,
EFFECTIVE CONTROL OF THESE MANYMODES WILL REQUIRE USE OF A LARGE
NUMBER OF SENSORS AND ACTUATORS--POSSIBLY HUNDREDS OF THEM,
EVEN IF THESE CONTROL SYSTEMS ARE SERVICED IN ORBIT_ ONE WOULD LIKE
THE SERVICE INTERVAL TO BE LONG--AT LEAST ONE YEAR,
WITH COMPONENT MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES WHICH CAN REASONABLY BE
ANTICIPATED_ ONE MUST EXPECT MANY OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
TO FAIL IN THE COURSE OF A YEAR,
Figure 4
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EXPECTED NUMBER OF FAILURES PER YEAR
Figure 5 is a graph of expected number of failures which may occur in one
year versus component mean time between failure. The i00,000 hour point on
the graph in component mean time between failure corresponds to approximately
12 years. Note that if we have 200 components and for each we expect 12 years
mean time between failure, then we can expect to have about 20 failures during
the course of one year. This dictates automatic system reconfiguration to
account for failures. This implies, however, that the designers of the
structure consider the reliability issue and automatic reconfiguration
limitations.
Number
I0
0.5
I I I I I i I l] i i I L I i i I']
I0,000 I00,000 1,000,000
Figure 5
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DETECTION FILTER
One mechanism for detecting failures has been developed at MIT which is
called the failure detection filter. This filter is shown in figure 6 and
is quite similar to the Kalman filter except that the system matrices are
selected in order that failures be amplified. If a failure does occur, the
output error on the slide readily indicates the type of failure that has
occured.
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MLE
The Honeywell research involves determining performance measures of models
for distributed parameter systems. Figure 7 summarizes the research involved.
The equation which is at the top of the slide indicates the form of a model
which is being considered where parameters A, B, L and C would have to be
identified in real time. The model from which measurements Z were generated is
called the truth model and the parameters A, B, etc., take on values which have
a star on them. The model which is used in the control process, however, may
use values of A, B, and C which are subscripted with an alpha. The truth model
is really not known to the onboard control system and must be identified. For
finite dimensional systems the truth model can be in the same class as the
model stored on the computer but for distributed systems or structural dynamics
systems the truth model cannot be represented by model of finite dimension.
Therefore, one cannot compare, in an elementary context, the model which is
used for onboard computation with the actual distributed parameter model. One
breakthrough in this research allows one to obtain a measure of distance from
the computational model, represented by Ms, and the truth model which is
represented by M, has been accomplished at MIT by Yoram Baram and later extended
by Yared allowing one to obtain measures of modeling performance of this type of
problem. The Honeywell will test these measures to determine their suitability
on realistic problems involving the space shuttle coupled to a payload using the
RMS arm.
X(K+I) = AoX(T) ÷ B*U(T)
Z(T) = C.X(T) + e(T)
+ L*_(T)
TRUTH: I_- {Ao,B., C., L.,_., 0.}
_DEL: Ma " {Aa,B., C., L.,._=,eo}
_OAL: FIND MODEL Ma =CLOSEST" TO Me.
CLOSEST ,,, MINIMIZE THE NEGATIVE LOG
(COMPUTED FROM KBF FOR Ma)
Figure 7
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DISTANCE MEASURE
Figure 8 is a graph of this measure of performance of a structural dynamics
model versus one of the model's parameters. In this case, the true value of
the parameter produces a minimum value of the measure for which one would hope.
However, for using a computational algorithm to solve for the minimum value
of the measure, and if we use a gradient-type algorithm, one can see that if
our initial guess of estimate of parameter W1 is two, then we will diverge
from the true value of the model. This slide indicates that research is
needed both in obtaining the distance measure and in obtaining the optimal
estimates of the onboard computational or parameter identification process.
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SEP MODELING
The next several figures will concern an area of research which is being
undertaken in-house at Langley Research Center--adaptive/learning control.
This effort is also being undertaken at CUNY with Prof. Frederick Thau as
the principal investigator. Figure 9 shows a physical model of the solar
electric propulsion array which has been modeled analytically at LaRC and
NC A&T by Prof. Elias Abu-Saba using the SPAR computer program which was
generated by Lockheed. The model is a full six-degree-of-freedom model
which involves bending elements and axial force elements of the astromast.
The SEP array will be deployed from the space shuttle orbiter from its
payload bay in orbit.
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SEP REMOTE SENSING CONCEPT
Figure I0 shows a view of the space shuttle orbiter with the SEP array deployed.
It also indicates a sensing concept which has been used in the simulation of the
motion of the SEP as attached to the shuttle orbiter. The sensing concept
involves targets which can be viewed by cameras mounted at the four corners of
the shuttle payload bay (left side of the figure). The sensor targets are
perceived by each camera and are registered in the digital computer and by
triangulation, the motion of each of the sensor targets is determined.
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MEASUREMENTTIMEHISTORIES
Figure ii indicates the raster componentsof the motions of one of the targets
located mid-wayup the mast as perceived by Cameras1 and 2. This is a I0
second batch simulation using the CYBER175 computer system. At each instant
in time, this measurementdata is processed by first fitting the measurements
to a set of approximation functions stored in an onboard digital flight
computer. This produces a set of modal amplitudes which are then processed
in parallel to identify frequency and control characteristics of modal ampli-
tudes in real time. Thus, a bank of parallel second order identification
processors, amenableto microcomputer implementation, is the main element in
the system identification logic.
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MODE2 ESTIMATIONANDINDENTIFICATIONRESULTS
Figure 12 is the output of one element of the bank of processors for Mode2.
The top graph is the estimate of the modal amplitude of the second approxima-
tion function. The next two lower graphs on this slide are two parameters
which indicate the frequency and damping of Mode2. It is seen from the
graph that convergence of the two parameters occurs in approximately one
quarter of the cycle of Mode2. The next figure will amplify on this char-
acteristic for Node I0.
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_DE I0 ESTIMATIONANDINDENTIFICATIONRESULTS
Figure 13 shows results from the processing of one processor of the parallel
banks of identification processes in simulated real time. This is for the
10th modeand the upper graph shows the estimate of the modal amplitude of
the i0 modeas perceived by the measurementsystem. The next curve is the
error in the 10th modeand you can see that there is somecorrelated error
in time for the estimate of that mode. The next lower graphs are parameters
which indicate the frequency of modeI0. Convergenceof the parameters A1
and A2 for modeI0, in the real time identification process, is seen to
occur in approximately one quarter of the cycle of the amplitude of mode I0
at the top of the graph. This, however, is a perceived oscillation since
the simulated flight computer is digital and samples the motion at intervals
taken at 1/32 of a second. In fact, mode i0 is a very high frequency oscilla-
tion but the perceived frequency, readily apparent from the graph at the top
of the page, is much lower. Oneof the significant outputs of the research
is that the time required to identify a modeis about 1/4 the period of the
perceived frequency, not the actual model frequency.
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BEAM EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The t h e o r e t i c a l  concepts  which have been discussed,  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  o t h e r s ,  
w i l l  be t e s t e d  u s i n g  an experimental  apparatus  descr ibed  e a r l i e r  by Dr. Horner 
which I w i l l  now d e s c r i b e  i n  a l i t t l e  more d e t a i l .  
c o n s i s t s  o f  a beam as shown i n  f i g u r e  14 where noncontac t ing  senso r s  measure 
t h e  d e f l e c t i o n  of  t h e  beam and p i ezo t rons ,  a t t ached  t o  t h e  a c t u a t o r  arms 
measure t h e  l o a d  inpu t  t o  t h e  beam. S igna ls  from t h e  senso r s  and t h e  p iezo-  
t r o n s  a r e  t r a n s m i t t e d  us ing  t h e  s i g n a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  system t o  t h e  Cyber 175 
real  time d i g i t a l  computer system a t  Langley. 
The experimental  f a c i l i t y  
Figure 14 
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LRCSIMULATIONFACILITIES
The real time signal distribution system is schematically indicated in
figure 15. The beamexperimental apparatus is located in Building 1232 and
is interfaced through an EAI 690 Hybrid computer system to the main signal
distribution system of this Center. The signals are then sent to DASS1 or
DASS2 which are the digital real time interfaces for the Cyber 175 which are
to be used to control the beam.
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SIGNALANDPOWERDISTRIBUTIONOVERVIEW
Figure 16 shows a diagram of the signal distribution of the experimental
apparatus. The sensor outputs of the Kamanprobes (noncontacting sensors)
are sent through the signal buffer to the Cyber RTSinterface. The Cyber
computer processes the signals and determines commandsto the actuators which
were shown in Slide 10-L. The Pacer Hybrid interface is used for analog
processing of these signals and for processing of an optical scanning
sensor which will be included in the apparatus at a later time.
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SPATIALVARIABLEPLOTS
Figure 17 is a batch simulation of the motion of the beam. Each of the graphs
is a plot of the horizontal deflection of the beamversus the beamlongitudinal
axis coordinate x-3. Along the abscissa of each graph is a series of arrows
which indicate the locations of the actuators used in the beamapparatus. The
triangles which appear on the graphs are the locations and the outputs of the
Kamanprobes. This particular set of graphs is the free response characteristics
of the beamwith an initial condition as shownat t=0. In five seconds using
a I0 Modesimulation obtained from the SPARcomputer program, the motion evolves
as is shownin the second graph. This is continued to I0 seconds on the third
and final graph. The sameprogram which was used to generate the system identi-
fication used for the SEParray has also been used for the beam. The performance
of the parallel bank of system identification modules for the beamsimulation is
similar to that for the SEParray. This samealgorithm will be tested using the
experimental apparatus when it becomesoperational. The experimental apparatus
will also provide the capability of studying the effects of failures in
actuators and sensors. It will be used to develop and test algorithms for auto-
matic system reconfiguration in real time parameter identification and control
of structural systems. Current plans call for another structure more representa-
tive of the problems of large structural systems in space to be substituted for
the beamat a later date.
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INTRODUCTION 
Proposed concepts  f o r  l a r g e  space  s t r u c t u r e s  are t y p i f i e d  i n  t h e  two photos  
of f i g u r e  1. L a t t i c e  booms and p l a t f o r m s  composed of  f l e x i b l e  members o r  l a r g e  
diameter  r i n g s  which may b e  s t i f f e n e d  by c a b l e s  i n  o r d e r  t o  suppor t  membrane- 
l i k e  antennas o r  r e f l e c t o r  s u r f a c e s  are  t h e  main components of t h e s e  l a r g e  
space  s t r u c t u r e s .  Analysis  of t h e s e  s t r u c t u r e s  w i t h  a complete f i n i t e  element 
model may b e  p r o h i b i t i v e l y  expensive o r  i m p r a c t i c a l .  However, t h e  n a t u r e  of 
t h e s e  s t r u c t u r e s  ( r e p e t i t i v e  geometry w i t h  few d i f f e r e n t  members) makes p o s s i b l e  
r e l a t i v e l y  s imple s o l u t i o n s  f o r  buckl ing  and v i b r a t i o n  of a c e r t a i n  c lass  of 
t h e s e  s t r u c t u r e s .  This  theory  a long  w i t h  t y p i c a l  r e s u l t s  w i l l  be  d i s c u s s e d  i n  
t h i s  paper. 
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F i g u r e  1 
PERIOD IC LATTICE CONFIGURATIONS ANALYZED 
Exact buckling and vibration solutions have been obtained for the 
configurations shown in figure 2. 
reference 1 and a simple extension yields vibration results as well. 
configurations are loaded with uniform axial load and are simply supported at 
the ends. If the ring is cable stiffened, the attachment point at the central 
mast must be assumed rigid. 
expense of increasing the problem size. 
The theory for buckling was developed in 
The column 
The flexibility of the mast may be included at the 
Figure 2 
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BASISFORTHEORY
The theory in its simplest form is applicable to any configuration where the
relative geometric relationship between nodes is identical for all nodes. This
relation is true for all the configurations of figure 2. (The nodes at the ends
of the mast of the ring configuration are assumedto have zero displacement, so
they do not enter in the analysis.) Each memberis represented by a stiffness
matrix derived from the exact solution of the beamcolumn equation. This
transendental matrix gives the current memberstiffness at any end load or
frequency. It is not necessary to have intermediate nodes to insure accuracy.
Using conventional finite element techniques, equilibrium equations can be
written involving displacements and rotations of a typical node and its
neighbors. The assumptions of a simple trigonometric modeshape is found to
satisfy these equations exactly; thus the entire problem is governed by just one
6 x 6 matrix equation involving the amplitude of the displacement and rotation
modeshapes. The boundary conditions implied by this solution are simple
supported ends for the column type configurations.
O EACH NODEHAVINGIDENTICALGEOMETRICALRELATIONSHIPWITH
ITSNEIGHBORS
O STIFFNESSOF EACHMEMBERREPRESENTEDBY "EXACT"FINITEELEMENT
MODELTHATACCOUNTSFOR FREQUENCYANDBEAM COLUMNEFFECT
O PERIODICMODESHAPE
| EIGENVALUESOF 6 x 6 DETERMINANTFOR BUCKLINGOR VIBRATION
Figure 3
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BUCKLING OF LATTICE ISOGRID CYLINDER
A simple approach to analysis of lattice structures containing a large
number of members is to develop equivalent beam, plate, or shell stiffness so
that they may be analyzed with a continuum theory. The present discrete lattice
theory can be used to evaluate the accuracy of such an approach. In the example
given in figure 4, the buckling load of an isogrid cylinder similar to that
shown in figure 2 is given in terms of the slenderness ratio of an individual
member. The load is normalized by the load obtained from continuum theory; thus,
a value of 1 means agreement between the two approaches. Two orientations of
the isogrid are shown, one with one set of members aligned axially and the other
orientation has one set aligned circumferentially. For each orientation two
curves are given, one for all members straight, the other applicable to
configurations having helical members curved to lie in the surface of the
circular cylinder containing the vertices. The results of the figure show the
following: (I) as member slenderness ratio increases, %he discretness effect
compared to continuum theory is much more significant; (2) the highest load
capability is for straight members having a principal direction in the
circumferential direction. This orientation results in lower individual member
loads for a given end load and thus greater resistance to buckling; (3) buckling
loads are further reduced if helical members are curved. If there is a
compressive force in the curved member which occurs for the + 30 °, 90 °
configurations the reduction in buckling load is the greatest.
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BUCKLING OF TRIELEMENT BEAM
A beam configuration that has been proposed for many applications because of
its structural efficiency for carrying axial load consists of three longerons
with cross-braced diagonals. The buckling characteristics for a simply supported
three element beam loaded in axial compression are shown in figure 5. The
buckling load is plotted as a function of buckle length. Three different modes
are possible. Buckling of an individual member as an Euler column supported at
the joint locations is illustrtated on the left. The load for all buckle
lengths has been normalized with respect to the local buckling load corresponding
to a buckle length equals bay length £. If the column is sufficiently long, in
this case somewhat greater than 17 bays, it will buckle in an overall column
mode. The classical Euler load based on continuum stiffnesses is shown dashed
and indicates some effect of the shear flexibility of the diagonals. A third
mode is possible when the diagonals are small with respect to the longerons. In
this case, a moderate length buckle involving movement of the diagonals can
result in lower loads than assuming the diagonal force nodes. The discrete
lattice buckling theory gives all these results from the same analysis as a
function of the wavelength parameters.
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STRUCTURAL EFFICIENCY OF COLUMN CONFIGURATIONS
A study was made of the column mass required to sustain a given load for the
three element column discussed in the previous slide. Another column
configuration sometimes referred to as a geodesic beam is also shown in figure
2. The configuration is somewhat unusual in that there are no pure axial
members. The load carrying members are inclined to the axis of the column and
provide the transverse shear stiffness as well as contribute to the buckling
stiffness. The battens are loaded in tension when axial compression is applied.
A comparison of the mass of the two different configurations is shown in figure 6.
The mass parameter is plotted against a compressive loading index. The results
were obtained by systematically varying proportions in the Duckling analysis and
observing the minimum mass required for a given end load. The minimum mass
conventional three element beam with diagonal bracing is significantly lighter
than the geodesic beam. However, the proportions for minimum weight are much
different. The area of the diagonal stiffeners is less than 1% of the longerons
whereas the geodesic beam has all areas essentially equal. An optimum
configuration with equal areas would be of advantage for small loads that lead
to minimum size members. The upper curve is for the trielement beam with all
members equal area. In this case, it is much heavier than the geodesic beam.
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BUCKLINGOFCABLESTIFFENEDRING
The polygonal ring configuration with central mast used to attach cable
stiffening has been proposed to support thin reflector or antenna surfaces
The pretension of the cable puts the ring membersin compression; additional
compression is caused from the inward radial loads due to stretching a membrane
like surface in the interior of the ring. For very large structures, the
prevention of ring buckling can be a significant design requirement. The
buckling problem for this configuration has been solved and typical results
shownin figure 7. The radial buckling load Q which is applied at each vertex
is plotted against a parameter proportional to the pretension in the cables.
Also shownis the internal force in the ring, P. Both P and Q are expressed in
terms of classical ring buckling parameters. The dashed line at the lower part
of the figure indicates the load capability without cable stiffening. As
pretension is increased, the buckling load increases. The single line on the
left represents the point at which the cables go slack. The maximumload is
reached whena general modeappears even while cables are still in tension. For
this case the critical modehas 5 circumferential waves. Note that the n=2 mode,
which is the lowest for an unstiffened ring, is higher than the n = 5 mode. Once
the general buckling modeoccurs, further increases in pretension cause a slow
drop in the buckling load Q but the force in the ring remains essentially constant.
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VIBRATION OF CABLE STIFFENED RING
The vibration characteristics of the same ring studied in figure 7 are shown
in figure 8. Frequency is plotted against pretension for various values of the
radial load Q. No frequency is shown at values of pretension lower than that
required to prevent cables from going slack due to the load Q. The frequency
then drops slowly until the buckling condition is approached. It drops very
rapidly then to zero which represents the buckling solution of the previous
figure. One effect that is missing from these calculations is the mass of the
membane that is exerting the force Q. A method of including this effect is
currently under development.
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SUMMARY
An analysis for buckling and vibration of repetitive lattice structures has
been developed. The results are essentially exact for ring configurations and
for column configurations having simply supported ends. A wide variety of
configurations are possible within the framework of one analysis. Results were
given for typical configurations. In many areas, discrete effects not possible
to determine with simple theory were identified. Yet the solution is no more
complicated than the eigenvalues of a 6 x 6 matrix.
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
A number of miss ions  f o r  t h e  Space S h u t t l e  have been proposed which 
involve  placing l a r g e  t r u s s  p la t forms  on-orbi t  ( f i g u r e  1). These p l a t fo rms  
range i n  s i z e  from t e n s  of meters i n  span f o r  r e f l e c t o r  a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  s e v e r a l  
thousand meters f o r  s o l a r  power c o l l e c t o r  a p p l i c a t i o n .  These proposed s i z e s  
and t h e  ope ra t iona l  requirements  cons idered  are unconvent ional  i n  comparison t o  
earthbound s t r u c t u r e s ,  and l i t t l e  in fo rma t ion  ex i s t s  concerning e f f i c i e n t  
p ropor t ions  of t h e  s t r u c t u r a l  elements forming t h e  framework of t h e  p la t forms .  
Such propor t ions  are of major concern because they have a s t rong  i n f l u e n c e  on 
t h e  packaging e f f i c i e n c y  and, t h u s ,  t he  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  of t he  
S h u t t l e .  
The present  s tudy  i s  undertaken to :  (1)  i d e n t i f y  e f f i c i e n t  ranges of 
a p p l i c a t i o n  of deployable  and e r e c t a b l e  p l a t fo rms  configured f o r  S h u t t l e  
t r a n s p o r t  to  o r b i t ,  and ( 2 )  determine s e n s i t i v i t y  t o  key parameters  of minimum 
mass deployable and e r e c t a b l e  p la t form des igns .  The term "deployable" h e r e i n  
i s  l i m i t e d  t o  those  s t r u c t u r e s  t h a t  are manufactured, f u l l y  assembled, and 
fo lded  f o r  packaging i n  t h e  S h u t t l e  cargo bay on e a r t h  so  t h a t  the  complete 
s t r u c t u r e  can be unfolded on-orbit .  "Erec tab le"  s t r u c t u r e s  would have the  
i n d i v i d u a l  t r u s s  members manufactured and p r e c i s e l y  set  t o  length  on e a r t h ,  but 
not assembled i n t o  f u l l  p la t forms  u n t i l  o r b i t  i s  achieved. Each of t hese  
concepts  has i t s  advantages and d isadvantages ,  and i t  i s  important  t o  know t h e  
s i z e s  and a p p l i c a t i o n s  t h a t  may be bes t  s u i t e d  t o  deployable  c o n s t r u c t i o n  and 
those  where e r e c t a b l e  s t r u c t u r e s  may have the  advantage.  
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Figure  1 
STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION
To accomplish the objectives the tetrahedral truss was selected as the
mathematical model because of its inherent low mass and high stiffness
characteristics. Figure 2 describes the structure and the terminology used.
The platform has a hexagonal planform of maximum span D. A distributed
nonstructural (payload) mass may be attached to one surface. The expanded view
in figure 2 shows a cutaway segment of the truss without the surface covering.
The platform is constructed of face struts which are the members in the upper
and lower surfaces of the platform, and core struts which are the intersurface
members. The struts are interconnected by cluster joints which accommodate
nine struts per node -- six face struts and three core struts. The face struts
may have different geometric proportions than the core struts and may also be
of different material. However, all results shown herein are for
graphite-epoxy strut material and aluminum joints. Joint masses were assumed
to be proportional to strut diameters with mass factors taken from actual
laboratory specimens.
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DEPLOYABLE PACKAGING
The packaging details for the deployable platform are shown in figure 3;
the appropriate equations are presented in reference i. The deployable
platform is assumed to be constructed of cylindrical struts. The face struts
are hinged at their centers to fold inward. The core struts are one piece. In
this arrangement the face struts can never be longer than the core struts or
interference will occur between upper and lower face struts in the folded
configuration. The maximum allowable length of the package is taken to be 18
meters, the approximate length of the Shuttle cargo bay. This folding
arrangement is usually more efficient than outward folding surface struts
because it permits packaging of a deeper and thus a stiffer platform in the
Shuttle cargo bay. The cross-sectional area and volume requirements for
packaging are functions of six variables -- face strut diameter, length, and
thickness, and core strut diameter, length, and thickness.
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ERECTABLE PACKAGING
The packaging details for the erectable platform are shown in figure 4;
the appropriate equations are presented in reference I. The erectable platform
truss is constructed of doubly tapered, nestable, struts which are assembled
from two conical strut halves joined at their large ends. The strut halves are
nested like ice-cream cones, packed in the Shuttle in stacks of strut halves,
and assembled into full struts on-orbit. The stacks of strut halves may not
exceed 18 meters in length. A square packing array is assumed for the
cross-sectional packaging arrangement of the stacks so that the maximum
diameters of the struts determine the approximate cross-sectionAl area required
for stowage. The other variables that determine packaging requirements are
thicknesses, lengths, and minimum diameters of the face and core struts --
eight variables in all.
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STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION APPROACH
Figure 5 indicates the approach used to arrive at optimum designs. The
objective is to minimize the structural mass per unit area of the platform
(ref. I) with respect to the strut proportions. The minimization takes place
subject to any number of design requirements and constraints deemed pertinent
to the problem and which can be written analytically. The CONMIN computer
program (ref. 2) which uses mathematical programming techniques to solve
nonlinear, constrained, optimization problems is used as the structural
optimizer.
• MINIMIZE PLATFORMSTRUCTURALMASS PER UNIT AREA,
= I-_-ISTRUTS
+
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• SUBJECTTO DESIGN REQUIREMENTSAND CONSTRAINTS.
• OPTIMIZER--CONMIN COMPUTER PROGRAM.
Figure 5
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DESIGNCONSTRAINTS
Simple analytical relations are presented in reference I for the platform
structural response. These relations becomethe constraints used to size the
struts according to specified response standards. For instance, as shown in
figure 6, the platform fundamental frequency can be constrained to be greater
than or equal to a specified design frequency predetermined to insure
sufficient platform stiffness for mission accomplishment. The fundamental
frequency of the struts can also be constrained to somemultiple value of the
platform design frequency. In addition, strut loads arising from a variety of
sources can be constrained to be less than or equal to the strut Euler buckling
load. Other effects such as initial curvature of the strut axis and strut
taper which affect strut axial stiffness and ultimately platform bending
stiffness are also considered. Someselected numerical results for tetrahedral
truss platforms optimized in this mannerare shownin the next three figures.
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PLATFORM DESIGN FREQUENCY EFFECTS
For the results in figure 7, a distributed payload mass of 0.1 kg/m 2 was
assumed. Also, the strut fundamental frequency was required to be at least 10
times the platform design frequency. The results in the left-hand plot in
figure 7 show that the mass per unit area of efficient deployable and erectable
platforms is comparable over the range of design frequencies investigated, and
that platform frequency has a very strong influence on the structural mass
requirements (nearly proportional). Note also that the structural mass per
unit area values for efficient platforms are very low -- on the order of a mesh
reflector surface-covering.
The effect of platform design frequency on Shuttle transportation
requirements is shown in the right-hand plot in figure 7. In the lower
frequency range, the number of Shuttle flights required to orbit erectable and
deployable platforms of a given size is similar. In the higher frequency
range, Shuttle flights increase sharply for deployable platforms while
erectables exhibit a more gradual increase. This is because at the lower
frequencies, the packaged platforms are mass controlled Shuttle cargos. At
higher frequencies erectable platforms remain mass controlled cargos, but the
deployable platform packages become volume controlled cargos. These results
indicate that for a given size platform, there is a practical design frequency
(i.e. structural stiffness) upper limit for deployable platforms, above which
transportation costs will become increasingly prohibitive.
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STRUTDESIGNFREQUENCYEFFECTS
For the results shown in figure 7 the strut frequency was specified to be
at least ten times the platform design frequency. The effect of relaxing this
requirement is presented in figure 8. Results are shownfor both 800 and 400
meter erectable and deployable platforms, designed for a .I Hz fundamental
frequency. Again, the payload mass is assumedto be .I kg/m2. The left-hand
plot in figure 8 shows that the mass per unit area requirements at the strut
frequency factor of ten are approximately four-to-five times greater than that
for a frequency factor of two. This indicates that strut frequency factor is a
strong structural design driver (mass per unit area requirements are nearly
proportional to strut frequency requirements). The right-hand plot shows that
the Shuttle flights required by the 400 meter platforms are not greatly
affected by the strut frequency factor over the range investigated. However,
an abrupt increase in Shuttle flights occurs for the 800 meter deployable
platform above a strut frequency factor of five indicating that practical
limits for this parameter also exist for large deployable platforms.
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STRUT DESIGN LOAD EFFECTS
Figure 9 shows the effect of a constant strut design load on mass and
transportation requirements. The range of design loads considered is from I0
to 400 Newtons. Again, calculations are for a payload mass of .I kg/m 2, a .I
Hz platform design frequency, and a strut frequency factor of ten. The
structural mass per unit area requirements shown in the left-hand plot in
figure 9 are not greatly affected over the load range considered except for the
400 meter deployable platform which shows about a factor of two mass increase.
The right-hand plot shows that Shuttle transportation for erectable platforms
(solid lines) is also relatively unaffected over this load range. There is,
however, a significant impact of strut design load on the Shuttle
transportation for the 400 meter deployable platform. Transportation
requirements increase from .5 flights, for essentially zero design load, to
approximately four flights for a design load of 400 Newtons. (The increased
strut cross-section required to carry the design loads causes a factor of eight
packaging penalty on the 400 meter deployable platform). The transportation
requirements for the 800 meter deployable platform indicate that the larger
strut cross-sections required to satisfy frequency constraints are sufficient
to carry strut loads up to approximately 80 Newtons. Above this value, strut
cross-section increases significantly to carry the load, as shown by the
increased Shuttle flight requirements -- about a factor of two over the range
of loads investigated.
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TRANSPORTABILITY OF SLENDER STRUT DEPLOYABLE PLATFORMS
The structural proportions which characterize minimum mass truss designs
are extremely important, particularly for deployable trusses (ref. 3).
Conventional truss structures typically employ struts having slenderness ratios
(ratio of strut length to radius of gyration) less than 300. The platform
designs presented herein exhibit strut slenderness ratios ranging from 600 to
4000, and still satisfy all imposed design requirements.
The benefits of slender strut construction are illustrated in figure I0,
where the Shuttle flights required to orbit various size platforms are given as
a function of the optimum strut slenderness ratio. For these calculations the
payload mass, mp, is .I kg/m 2 and struts are constrained to have a
fundamental frequency of at least ten times the platform fundamental design
frequency. The curves for each platform size are the loci of minimum mass
designs and encompass an approximate range of platform design frequencies from
.04 Hz to .28 Hz. For a given size platform, as slenderness ratio increases
(and frequency decreases) the Shuttle flights required to transport that
platform to low earth orbit decrease rapidly. Each curve exhibits an abrupt
change at an approximate slenderness ratio value of 1600. At slenderness
ratios less than this value, Shuttle flights of deployable tetrahedral trusses
are volume controlled; above this value they are mass controlled for the design
requirements considered in this study. The potential benefit of reducing the
number of Shuttle flights required to orbit a large deployable platform (e.g.
antenna or collector surface) is sufficiently attractive to warrant a thorough
investigation of slender strut construction of large truss platforms.
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ORBITALTRANSFEROFDEPLOYABLEPLATFORMS
All results shown in the previous figures have been for platforms sized
for low earth orbit operation. If these platforms require subsequent transfer
to geosynchronous orbit for mission accomplishment, they must be sized to
withstand the acceleration loads for this maneuver. For an initial assessment
of orbital transfer loads, the effects on deployable platform transportation
requirements were examined and results are shown in figure ii. The study is
limited to considering only constant thrust chemical propulsion systems. The
propulsion system thrust load is applied normal to the surface of the platform
at the three centermost cluster joints. Deployable platforms of I00, 150, and
200 meter spans are sized for thrust-to-weight ratios ranging from .001 to .I
g's. The results show only the number of Shuttle flights required to place a
platform sized for these thrust loads into low earth orbit. The transportation
requirements for orbiting the propulsion system to send the platform on to
geosynchronous orbit are not shown. For the conditions specified, these
results indicate that the maximumsize platform that could be placed in GEO,
using one Shuttle flight to LEO, is approximately 200 meters in span using a
thrust-to-weight ratio of .01 g. The maneuver would take about 15 hours. A
faster transport time for a 200 meter platform would require heavier struts to
carry the larger acceleration loads, thus multiple Shuttle flight would be
required to orbit the larger package.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Large deployable and erectable tetrahedral truss platforms are sized for
minimum mass to meet a variety of practical design requirements using
computerized mathematical programming techniques. These platform designs are
characterizd by ultra-low structural mass per unit area which is equivalent to
that of mesh reflector surfaces.
The struts for minimum mass deployable and erectable truss platforms are
found to be much more slender than struts conventionally used for earthbound
structural applications. The transportation efficiency exhibited by platforms
constructed of these slender struts warrants a thorough investigation to
determine the feasibility of fabricating spacecraft in this manner.
Platform fundamental frequency, which is a measure of overall structural
stiffness, is shown to be a strong design driver, indicating a need to
determine the minimum acceptable value of this parameter which will permit
mission accomplishment. The severe effect on structural proportions of
maintaining high strut frequency relative to platform frequency also indicates
a need to determine the minimum value of this parameter required to prevent
vibrational coupling between strut and platform.
Preliminary orbital transfer investigations indicate that deployable
platforms of up to 200 m span may be placed in geosynchronous orbit with a
single Shuttle flight using a constant thrust chemical propulsion system which
limits initial acceleration to .01 g or less.
• EFFICIENT DESIGNS EXHIBIT ULTRA-LOW STRUCTURAL MASS
• STRUT SLENDERNESSRATIOS MUCH GREATERTHAN CONVENTIONALLY
USED FOR EARTHBOUND STRUCTURES
• PLATFORM AND STRUT FREQUENCYREQUIREMENTS ARE STRONG
STRUCTURAL DESIGN DRIVERS
• HIGH STIFFNESS REQUIREMENTS LIMIT THE RANGE OF
APPLICABILITY OF DEPLOYABLE PLATFORMS
• PLATFORMS OF UP TO 200 m SPAN, SIZED FOR ORBITAL TRANSFER
TO GEO, REQUIRE ONE SHUTTLE FLIGHT TO LEO
Figure 12
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DEPLOYABLEPLATFORM
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36-ELEMENT DEPLOYABLE TRUSS 
Photographs of the truss used in the deployment experiments are shown in 
figure 2. 
tubular elements foldable at their midpoints and hinged to a cluster joint at 
each end to form a hexagon. The nine element lower surface forms a triangle 
and is connected to the upper surface through thirteen non-folding inter-sur- 
face elements pinned at each end to a cluster joint. All elements were 38 mm 
in diameter by 2.134 m in length node to node and had a wall thickness of .6 
mm. 
in length by .3 m in diameter. Deployment energy was provided through the 
first half of the deployment cycle by a linear spring in each of the 21 sur- 
face elements. Surface elements were locked in the deployed position by a 
conventional spring loaded catch mechanism located on each knee-joint. 
six percent of the 14.5 kg total truss mass was in the graphite-epoxy and the 
remainder in the aluminum joints and fittings. Several strain-gage bridges 
and accelerometers were installed on the truss to measure deployment loads. 
The upper surface is composed of twelve thin wall graphite-epoxy 
Surface elements were designed to fold outward forming a package 4.3 m 
Fifty- 
Figure 2. 
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MAXIMUM BENDING STRESS OF GRAPHITE-EPOXY ELEMENT
For a truss of the size shown in the previous figure, the principal
deployment load (bending of a pinned-pinned beam) can be simulated without
the use of deployment springs by testing a single surface element as indicated
in figure 3. In this technique, a mass which is large relative to the mass
of the element is fixed to each end of a foldable element and allowed to
swing outward in pendulum fashion on long cables. The kinetic energy of the
element at lockup can be accurately controlled by the separation at the upper
end of the support cables. The maximum experimental bending stresses at lockup
measured adjacent to the element knee-joint (open symbols) shows excellent
agreement with stress predicted by the simple analytical expression given
over a wide range of deployment energies. In the analytical expression d is
the element diameter, E the modulus of elasticity, Uo the deployment energy,
I the area moment-of-inertia, £ the element length, m the mass of the
graphite/epoxy tube, and mk the mass of the knee-joint.
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TESTMETHODS
In the past, models of deployable structures have been limited largely to
small scale models which could be readily deployed by suspending the model on
several soft shock cords. The scale of the deployable truss used in the present
investigation precluded the use of this test technique as the gravity forces
and momentsare of the sameorder of magnitude as the deployment forces and
moments. For these tests, the truss was deployed during free-fall in the LaRC
55' vacuumfacility. Appreciably larger trusses could be deployed by lofting
the packaged truss upward from the floor of the facility and allowing it to de-
ploy during the upward as well as the downwardportion of its trajectory, thus
doubling the available test time. It must be realized, of course, that the
mechanismsrequired to loft and decelerate such a large truss would be much
more complex than those required for a straight drop.
0 SOFTSUSPENSION
0 STRAIGHTDROP
0 LOFTAND DROP
Figure 4.
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36-ELEMENTRUSSIN LaRC55' VACUUMCYLINDER
Deploymenttests of the 36-element truss were conducted in the LaRC55'
vacuumfacility as illustrated in figure 5. This facility is approximately
17 m in diameter and 18 m in height. The packaged truss was secured by a
small diameter cable about its girth midwayalong its length. A pyrotechnic
cable cutter was installed to sever the cable on command. Prior to a test,
the 21 deployment springs were cocked and the packaged truss hoisted to the
top of the facility by meansof a 1.6 mmcable attached to the central cluster
joint of the hexagonal surface. The support cable passed through a pulley at
the top of the facility and was attached to a wall by meansof a short loop of
cable containing a pyrotechnic cable cutter. 8.2 m of slack cable was provided
for free-fall as illustrated. Both pyrotechnic devices were actuated
simultaneously, allowing the truss to deploy while in free-fall. After 1.3
seconds of free-fall, the 8.2 m of slack cable was used up and a wire energy
absorbing device installed in the support cable just above the truss brought
the deployed truss to a gentle halt. Signals from strain gage bridges and
accelerometers were recorded on tape during deployment for later analysis.
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WIRE ENERGY ABSORBER 
After the free-fall test period, the deployed truss was brought to a 
gentle halt by means of the wire energy absorber depicted in figure 6. 
this device a mild steel wire is pulled over a series of three pulleys yield- 
ing the wire in bending six times. 
number and diameter of the pulleys and the diameter and yield strength of the 
wire. 
the load felt by the deployed truss to 3.75 g’s. 
In 
The braking force is dependent upon the 
The energy absorber was designed for a drag force of 5 3 4  N thus limiting 
Figure 6. 
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EFFECTOFATMOSPHEREONVERTICALACCELERATION
A servo accelerometer mounted on one of the lower surfae cluster joints
was oriented to measure the vertical acceleration. Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
show time histories from this accelerometer during deployment tests conducted
at atmospheric pressure and at 1/10th atmosphere, respectively. At atmospheric
pressure, release occurs at time zero; lock-up at i.i seconds; braking from 1.4
to 2.0 secondsand bouncing on support cable from 2 seconds on. At 1/10th atmo-
sphere, lockup and braking occurs .i second earlier. The kinematic analysis
indicated a deployment time of 1.05 seconds. For the tests at atmospheric pres-
sure, the vertical acceleration is seen to drop initially to zero-g but increases
(due to aerodynamic drag) to approximately .8g by the time the brake is applied.
At 1/10th atmosphere, the acceleration between lockup and braking remains in the
vicinity of zero-g.
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RATIOOFMEASUREDTOCALCULATEDBENDINGSTRESSAT LOCKUP
Although the atmosphere had but a minor effect on deployment time, it
was found to have a major effect on deployment loads. Strain gage bridges
were located adjacent to the knee-joint of four surface elements (two on
upper surface and two on the lower) to measurethe bending stresses at lockup.
In figure 8 the average of the stress measuredon these four gages relative
to the calculated stress of 107 MPais tabulated for three deployment tests;
two at atmospheric pressure and one at one-tenth atmosphere. For the tests
conducted at atmospheric pressure, the average of the measuredbending stresses
f was only 56%of calculated while at one-tenth atmosphere, the average of the
measuredbending stresses was the sameas the calculated stress.
(CALCULATEDSTRESS = 107 MPa)
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Figure 8.
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DIMENSIONLESSDEPLOYMENTTIMEAS FUNCTIONOFPLATFORMSIZE
The results of a simplified kinematic analysis are shown in figure 9
where the dimensionless deployment time is plotted as a function of the number
of radial bays in the truss. In the dimensionless parameter, t represents the
deployment time, Uo the deployment energy per element, _ the element length,
and mc the effective mass associated with each cluster joint. For values
of N>4, the curves are essentially straight lines with a slope of 45°, indica-
ting that the deployment time is proportional to N. The separation of the
various curves show that deployment time is not only a function of the deploy-
ment energy but also how quickly that energy is delivered to the truss. It
maybe observed that the deployment time for a constant momentinput is more
than double that for an impulsive energy input. Since drop height for free-
fall deployment tests varies as the square of the deployment time, the rapid-
ity with which the deployment energy is put into the truss can becomecritical.
The angle @ represents half the included angle formed by the two halves of
the foldable elements.
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FACILITYHEIGHTREQUIREDAS FUNCTIONOFDEPLOYMENTENERGYANDTRUSSSIZE
Utilizing the sametruss elements as were used in the present deployment
tests, figure i0 indicates the facility height required for deployment tests
as a function of the deployment energy and the numberof radial bays. The
18mworking height of the LaRC55' vacuumfacility is indicated by the
horizontal broken line. It is seen that in order to deploy a truss with two
radial bays in this facility, the deployment energy of 2.3 J per element used
in the present tests would have to be doubled and doubled again for N=3.
Although the resulting bending stresses at these energy levels are not
excessive, the design of the deployment spring and cocking mechanismmay
present someproblems. An alternative test methodwhich hypothetically
doubles the test time is to loft the packagedtruss upward from the floor of
the facility and allow it to deploy during the upward as well as the downward
portion of its trajectory. For a given height, this has the effect of cutting
the energy requirements by a factor of four as indicated in the abcissa.
Thus a truss having three radial bays could be deployed in the LaRC55' vacuum
cylinder using the samesprings as were used in the present one bay test.
The mechanismto loft and decelerate such a large truss would, of course, be
muchmore complex.
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LARGEPLATFO_ASSEMBLER-ORBITERMOUNTEDCONFIGURATION
A contractual study of the "Development of Assembly and Joint Concepts for
Erectable Space Structures" was undertaken by the LockheedMissiles & Space
Company,Inc., in January, 1979. This study was initiated by the NASA-LaRC
and investigated the technology associated with the on-orbit assembly of tetra-
hedral truss platforms erected of composite tapered, nestable columns. The
tetrahedral truss systems incorporate nine-membernode joints; two types of
these joints were designed and fabricated. Several concepts for assembly were
investigated and a preferred concept, the gimballed parallelogram assembler,
was developed. This assembly machine design provides fully automatic erection
in either orbiter-attached or free-flying modes. For the free-flyer, construc-
tion materials (columns and node joints) are unloaded in canisters from the STS
Orbiter. The design of machines for assembly of columns ranging in size from
4m to 20mwas studied. The smaller machine, mounted on the Orbiter as shownin
Figure i, would be deployable and restowable. Concepts were also developed for
STSpackaging and transportation of construction materials and the assembler.
An assessment of the effects of including non-structural systems in the
assembly process was performed, and the effects on design and operation of the
automated assembler evaluated. The results of the basic assembler studies are
described in Reference i.
Figure i
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AUTOMATEDASSEMBLERDE_AIL
The major structural features of the baseline automated assembler are
shown in the figure. This machine is designed to provide rapid assembly of
columns and node joints into a variety of platform shapes. It is also inher-
ently reliable, using simple, state-of-the-art mechanismswhich perform sequen-
tial, repetitive operations. The machine consists of a four-sided main frame
having a gimbal joint at each corner. The relative position of the membersis
controlled by a set of eight actuators which are used to align the frame with
the structure being constructed. Two pairs of swing arms, each pair connected
by a tie rod, provide for installation of columns in two parallel planes.
Supplies of node joints and half-columns are provided in special canisters;
node joint canisters are located on the rotating arms, while the half-column
canisters are contained in the column storage and assembly packagesmounted on
one side of each memberof the machine. The column assemblers transport com-
pleted columns to adjacent column insertion mechanismswhich insert the column
ends into node joints held by the node retainers. The machine operates by
alternately attaching and releasing upper and lower node retainers as it moves
from node to node, inserting columns and dispensing node joints as it prog-
resses. In addition to the assembler structure and mechanisms, supporting sub-
systems are required for maneuver control, electrical power, commandand
control, data handling and thermal control. For free-flying operation, three
additional subsystemsare required. These are attitude control, communications,
and, for long-life missions, propulsion and reaction control.
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SPACE PLATFORM GEOMETRY
The tetrahedral truss acts as a space platform on which a variety of com-
ponents and equipment can be mounted. This truss is erected from tapered,
composite half-columns which are coupled at their large ends to form full
columns. A key feature of this truss is the nine-point node joint. These
joints are identical, and each provides nine receptacles for installation of
column end-fittings. A typical arrangement of an assembled space platform is
shown schematically in Figure 3. The dimensions shown are based on a 4m column
length. The upper surface of the platform is shown by the heavy solid lines,
representing individual columns, and the filled circles which indicate node
joints. The lower face of the platform is represented by the light solid lines
and open circles. The dashed lines are core columns connecting the upper and
lower platform faces. In general, core columns will have different dimensions
than face columns. Platform planforms which can be constructed with the
replicated tetrahedral structure include equilateral triangles, hexagons,
rectangles, and a linear truss as shown in the figure. In addition, the basic
structure can be used to generate hexagonal toroidal platforms, spherical
surface segments and, of course, large area platforms.
COLUMN LENGTH = 4 m = 13.12 FT.
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ASSEMBLER OPERATION
As shown in Figure 4, the assembler is attached to the platform under
construction by the node joint retainers; the machine maneuvers by releasing
one or two pairs of node joints, rotating about the stationary joints, and
capturing new pairs of node joints. In order to provide platform control, a
maximum of four node joints can be released simultaneously. The assembler can
then maneuver either laterally, forward or backward about the four held joints,
inserting from one to eight columns at a time. Since the assembler is always
outside the envelope of the platform being assembled, columns can be assembled
and inserted simultaneously, thus minimizing construction time.
The assembler can utilize a variety of maneuver sequences depending on
the shape of the platform being constructed. In constructing a large area
platform, for example, the assembler advances along the edge of the platform
by alternately swinging its arms about the two upper gimbals (rotation y) and
then about the two lower gimbals. Figure 4 illustrates the construction
sequence for building a linear platform. The platform shown here has the
minimum section which can be built by the assembler. The construction sequence
consists of six steps per cycle during which 17 columns are inserted to advance
the platform by one column length. The columns which are installed at each
step are shown by the circled numbers. Note that steps 5 and 6 can be per-
formed simultaneously, so that the 17 column cycle can be completed in 10.5
minutes, and a 2700 column shuttle load assembled in 27.8 hours.
STEPS 5 AND 6 CAN BE PERFORMED SIMULTANEOUSLY
SEVENTEEN 2M COLUMNS CAN BE INSERTED IN APPROXIMATELY 10.5 MIN
STD. 2700 COLUMN LOAD IN 27.8 HR.
ROT. TIM. COL. INS.
STEP ROTAT. ABOUT NO. COL.
MIN. MIN.
1 /_ C&D 3 1 1
2 Ot A&B 2 1 1
3 /_ A&B 5 1 1.25
4 G A&B 5 1 1.25
5 'Y E&F 1 1 1
6 "Y H&G 1 1 1
TOTAL 17 6 6,5
Figure 4
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SNAP LOCK NODE JOINT 
Several  node j o i n t  concepts  have been de r ived  f o r  t e t r a h e d r a l  t r u s s  s t r u c -  
t u r e s ;  one of  t h e s e  i s  shown i n  F igure  5 .  
column end f i t t i n g s  (having t h e  s p r o c k e t - l i k e  too thed  heads) are i n s e r t e d  
l a t e r a l l y  i n t o  t h e  j o i n t .  The t e e t h  on t h e  end f i t t i n g  are designed t o  engage 
a p i n  i n  t h e  node - jo in t  r e c e p t a c l e ,  t he reby  locking  t h e  column a g a i n s t  t o r s i o n .  
During the  assembly sequence, as t h e  end f i t t i n g  i s  guided i n t o  p l a c e  it t r i p s  
a cam l a t c h  which swings down t o  grasp  t h e  column end f i t t i n g .  A spr ing- loaded  
lock ing  f inge r  d r i v e s  i t s e l f  a long  one o f  t h e  cam s u r f a c e s ,  s e c u r i n g  t h e  l a t c h  
i n  i t s  locked pos i t i on .  Tests wi th  t h e  f a b r i c a t e d  j o i n t  show t h a t  i n s e r t i o n  
can  b e  performed wi th  minimum e f f o r t  and t h a t  t h e  j o i n t  o f f e r s  good r i g i d i t y  
i n  t h e  locked conf igu ra t ion .  
The j o i n t  i s  designed so t h a t  t h e  
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Figure  5 
COLUMNSTORAGEANDASS_BLY
A candidate design concept for column storage and assembly is shownin
Figure 6. This half-column assembly machine consists essentially of a tracked
column carrier and a double canister which contains two stacks of nested half-
columns stored in opposite directions. The canisters are equipped with a
driving mechanismdesigned to advance the column stacks one step at a time.
This advancemechanismcan be powered from the carrier track via a simple clutch
system.
The carrier mechanismperforms all the functions required to assembleand
transport the half-columns to a position where they can be captured by the
insertion mechanisms. The sequence of operation is shownin the figure.
Designs for the working head, node retainers, node supply and column insertion
mechanismshave also been developed in sufficient detail to verify concept
feasibility.
COLUMN STORAGE/
ASSEMBLY MECHANISM
COLUMN STACKS DRIVE -]
MAIN CARRIER TRACK _ CROSS CARRIER |\ TRAC ......
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
HALF-COLUMN EXTRACTED FROM CANISTER
AND CAPTURED BY WORKING HEAD
L _ .....
HALF-COLUMN TRANSPORTED TO FACE OTHER
HALF, OTHER HALF-COLUMN CAPTURED BY
WORKING HEAD, TWO HALVES INDEXED AND CON -
NECTED TOGETHER
COMPLETE COLUMN WITHDRAWN
FROM CANISTER
o
COMPLETE COLUMN TRANSPORTED
TO MANIPULATOR PICK-UP STATION
Figure 6
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BASELINE ASSEMBLER CAPABILITIES
Several features of the automatic asse_nbler are summarized in Figure 7.
As described earlier, the assembler can be adapted to operation in a free-
flying or an Orbiter-mounted mode. In the latter case, rail-mounted operation
can be used to minimize forces imposed on the Orbiter due to assembler
maneuvers. Programming the assembler to construct various platform geometries
is expected to require only software changes, except for the use of special
column canisters for unequal length core and face columns such as would be used
to generate spherical surfaces. It is estimated that the automatic assembler
would be capable of assembling a shuttle load of 20-m columns in about 36 hours
(free-flying mode). This estimate consists of eight hours for loading the
assembler and 28 hours of actual construction time. The resulting platform
would have an area of 0.i sq km. For Orbiter-mounted operation, smaller
platforms would be built with more complex interactions and interfaces with
the STS. In addition to the availability of astronaut support by EVA, data
handling, maneuver control and electrical power can be provided to the
assembler by umbilical connections to the Orbiter.
ASSEMBLY MODES
• ORBITER MOUNTED
• FREE FLYING
ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING
• VARIED SHAPES/SIZES
LINEAR TRUSS
-- LARGE AREA PLATFORMS
HEXAGONAL TORUS
-- SPHERICAL SURFACE
• ENLARGE/MODIFY STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION TIME
• 1.5 DAYS PER SHUTTLE LOAD
INTERFACES
• STSTRANSPORT
• AUTOMATIC MAIN-FRAME DEPLOYMENT, UTILITY INTERCONNECT
• ASSEMBLY UNDER PROGRAM OR ASTRONAUT CONTROL
• ASSEMBLER RAIL MOUNT FOR LARGE STRUCTURES
• COLLAPSE/STOW WITH EVA ASSIST
Figure 7
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AUTOMATED U_ILITIES INSTALLATION
A major task in this study was the assessment of capabilities of the
assembler in installing non-structural platform systems. These systems include
electrical power distribution, heat transport, command and data signal trans-
mission, and payload data transmission. The objectives of this effort were to
evaluate the effects of including installation of utilities on the assembly
process and on the design, operation and performance of the assembler. In
addition, any special requirements on the assembler and/or the platform due
to the installation of utilities were to be identified. The chart shown in
Figure 8 lists these objectives, as well as the guidelines followed in this
task. The procedure followed was to define a set of candidate utility
characteristics and installation requirements, define and design installation
concepts, and perform an assessment of impacts on the assembler and its
operation.
APPROACH
• ASSESS PLATFORM REQUIREMENTS
-- ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION
-- HEAT TRANSPORT
-- DATA TRANSMISSION
--COMMAND AND CONTROL SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
• EVALUATE IMPACTS ON ASSEMBLY PROCESS
• EVALUATE IMPACTS ASSEMBLER DESIGN/OPEATION
• DEFINE SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION
• BASELINE GIMBALLED PARALLELOGRAM ASSEMBLER
• LINEAR AND AREA TRUSSES
• FREE-FLYING AND SHUTTLE-ATTACHED MODES
• UTILITY INSTALLATION VIA
-- INTEGRATION WITH HALF-COLUMNS
-- ATTACHMENT DURING ASSEMBLY
-- INSTALLATION ON COMPLETED PLATFORM
Figure 8
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BASELINE DTILITIES REQUIREMENTS
Candidate utilities considered in this task included those required for
the following:
Electrical power distribution
Heat transport
Data transmission
Comand and control signal transmission
Basic requirements for the distribution of these utilities were derived
using published descriptions of space platform concept designs, as exemplified
by References 2 and 3. In general, the larger platforms require larger total
power and benefit most from high voltage distribution systems. A breakdown
of utility distribution systems for four reference platforms (Rockwell P-l,
MDAC A/B, SASP and ASASP) was constructed. From this summary, it was found
that wire sizes for power distribution were much larger than those for data
and signal transmission. Therefore, attention was directed toward requirements
for power and coolant distribution, and definition of a baseline set of near-
term requirements and an alternative set of requirements for an advanced
platform. These requirements are summarized in Figure 9. Baseline power dis-
tribution was to be obtained in both the near-term and advanced platforms by
the use of No. 4 AWG cables. The most stringent requirement for coolant dis-
tribution was that for the near-term platform, where 20 mm-diameter tubing was
required.
PLATFORMS: NAR P-l, MDAC A/B, H, SASP-A, B, C, ASASP
DC LOADS: 5 TO 33.kW, 29 TO 168 V
FUNCTION
POWER
DATA
AND
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMAND
AND
CONTROL
THERMAL
CONTROL
UTILITY REQUIREMENT
NEARTERM
NINE NO. 4 AWG WIRES
OR
FLAT CABLE,0.020 IN. THICK
FOUR R6143 COAX LINES
FOUR NO. 12TSP LINES
PUMPED-FLUID HEAT PIPES
OR
FOUR 2 C-M DIA STEEL TUBES
ADVANCED
THIRTEEN NO. 4 AWG WIRES
10 CHANNEL FIBER OPTIC LINE
FOUR NO. 12TSP LINES
LOCALIZED AT P/L MODULES
Figure 9 (Note: I in. = 2.54 cm.)
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WIRE BUNDLE ARRANGEMENTS
For the purpose of this study, the electric cable configuration was
assumed to consist of the following wires:
9 #4 AWG + 4 RG 143 coax + 4 #12 TSP lines
A bundle thus consists of 17 wires which may be organized either within a cir-
cular or a flat pattern (Fig. i0). The circular pattern can be used either with
reel storage or as cable segments designed for straight storage in canisters
either separately or with the half-columns. The flat pattern is designed to
allow easy bending over reels, in which case a special device must be provided
to straighten the cable before it is laid along the structure. A preliminary
investigation indicates that the baseline set of cables will require a #40
connector shell which has a diameter of 59 mm. The connector nut is somewhat
larger (_70 mm). The flat bundle concept may have multi-branches with con-
nectors if reel stowage permits. A 1-m diameter reel having a .30-m core
diameter will contain approximately 80 m of cable in the case where only the end
connectors are needed. Multispool stowage will make it possible to provide
within a single canister a continuous length of cable in multiples of 80 m.
The round cable bundles may be stowed in reels or in linear canisters, either
as a part of the half-column canisters or as separate specialized canisters.
In this case, the cables are laid straight, each one in a tubular compartment
of the length of the half-column canister. The cables are extracted from the
canister at the time of column assembly and attached to the column.
CABLE CONNECTOR ARRANGEMENT IN
STANDARD NO. 40 SHELL WIRE BUNDLE ARRANGEMENTS
1 9.5 DIA. GROUND AT CENTER
4 9.5 DIA. CO-AX ON 0.934 DIA.
8 9,5 DIA. NO.4 ON 1.754 DIA.
4 4.8 DIA. NO. 12
ALL INCLUDE: 1 7.1DIA. GROUND
4 7.1 DIA. CO-AX
8 7.1 DIA. NO. 4
4 3.1 DIA. NO. 12
58.7 DIA. (REF.)
(2.31 DIA,)
,,_,__ 69.9 DIA. (REF.) .._I NO. 40 SHELL
(2.75 DIA.) --I OUTSIDE DIA.
I
_, INSERT FOR
NO. 40 SHELL
Figure i0
I_ 98.8 =l
(3.89) r _-- 7.1 (.28)
8 (1.42)
31.8
(1.25)
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TUBING CONFIGURATIONS
Several types of tubing design and material were considered:
I. Thin wall tubing - aluminum, stainless steel, graphite epoxy
2. Thin wall lenticular tubing - stainless steel, graphite epoxy
3. Inflatable - self-curing fiberglass tubing
4. Inflatable - fiberglass reinforced plastic tubing
They are shown schematically on Fig. ii. Tubing type i is a standard
design needing no special development. Tubing type 2 consists of two thin
metallic plates bent to a sinusoidal cross section and continuously welded
together to a lenticular shape. This tubing is not capable of carrying high
pressures due to high stresses at the welds, but it can be flattened out and
rolled around a drum in a tight package of great deployed length. Tubing type
3 consists of a fiberglass tube bonded inside plastic tubing. The fiberglass
is impregnated with an epoxy resin and will remain pliable until such time as a
catalyst is brought in contact with it. In this condition, a considerable
length of tubing can be flattened and wound on a spool in a very tight package.
After the flattened hose has been laid-up and all connections secured, it is
inflated with the catalyst, allowed to cure, vented and flushed with compressed
air. Tubing type 4 is a continuous plastic tube reinforced by a braided fiber-
glass casing bonded with a flexible agent. Such a tubing could be flattened to
be wound over a drum or reel and dispensed in the same manner as tubing No. 3.
O
STD THIN WALL
METALLIC TUBING
THIN WALL
LENTICULAR
TUBING
-- PREPREG GLASS CLOTH BONDED
TO PLASTIC TUBE
INFLATABLE-SELF-CURING FIBERGLASS TUBING
(NEW TECHNOLOGY)
O
INFLATABLE-FIBERGLASS REINFORCED
PLASTIC TUBING
Figure ii
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CABLE LAYING CONCEITf
Two basic cable storage concepts were considered: reel storage and
segmented storage. Segmented storage refers to storage of individual segments
of cable in lengths approximating the half-column lengths. The general arrange-
ment of the reel storage and dispensing concept is shown in Figure 12. In
general, the reel dispensers would be mounted as required at individual corners
of the assembler to facilitate laying cable on either platform surface and in
left- or right-hand traverses. Since the assembler has the ability to perform
changes in the direction of traverses along any one of the three sides of the
basic tetrahedral triangle, this property can be used to lay utilities along
specified paths of the platform structure. By proper programming of the
construction sequence, the partially assembled platform can have, temporarily,
a free edge along the required utilities path such that the assembler can
perform a cable-laying traverse. This traverse could include a number of
changes of direction and would be conducted at the same time as columns are
being inserted. Intersecting utility paths can be accommodated if a junction
box is placed at their intersection.
Figure 12
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CABLELAYINGMECHANISM
The reel-type cable laying mechanismconsists of a canister containing
the cable woundcontinuously over one or several spools (about 80 m of flat
cable per spool) and a cable guide unit which performs three additional
functions: pulling the cable from the spool, straightening it, and binding it
to the column. This complete system is mounted on four swinging arms which
provide the necessary freedom to follow the column's surface while the
assembler moves. Figure 13 shows the assembler at mid-course during a right-
hand traverse between two node joints. At this point, the node joint retainer
is approximately 3 m above the retainer level but the cable laying unit remains
level with the columns. In the alternate traverse, the assembler swings in
the plane of the platform and the cable laying unit uses its other degree of
freedom to follow its track. The true motion of the cable laying unit is
somewhatmore complicated due to the geometry of the platform structure and
requires combinedmotion of both degrees of freedom for one repetitive cycle
of each traverse (See Ref. i for a description of the traversing motion). A
preliminary estimate wasmadeof the capacity of candidate reel storage
designs. This estimate indicates that the round cable configuration shownin
Fig° i0 could be stored in continuous lengths of about 700 m per meter width of
drum, while the flat cable configuration would not allow more than about 500 m
on the samedrumwidth. On this basis, the round cable would appear prefer-
able.
EXTRA CABLE
FED TO LOOP AROUND
NODE --7 - GIMBAL
LAID-UP CABLE / JOINTS [
STRAPPED TO COLUMN7 / l_
L ,,"
.............// _-_--......,/ /_'---HOR,ZONTAL
D,%_,_._'E"WEV_T_ ........_L;._ ]/" SW'NGPARALLELOGRAM
FOR OTHER TRAVERSE "_ -_-- : T _ I ]
i_),._/; ////I I _]_.::Sz
MU,T,SPOOL
CABLECANISTER__ (S _Vt ......... _2_-"0.=..o.,o. • / \
• I I _ _ III
!
/ ASSEMBLER AT PEAK
OF TRAJECTORY
BETWEEN
TWO NODE JOINTS
Figure 13
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INSTALLATION OF SEG_IENTED UflLITIES
Figure 14 shows a conceptual design for segmented cable storage in the
column canisters.
With this design, the installation of cable segments is accomplished con-
currently with the assembly of the half-colu_nns. Each cable segment is
individually stowed in a thin wall tube from which it is extracted by the half-
column extractor system suitably modified to perform this additional function.
An automatic binder attaches the cable to the first half-column. Then, as the
completed column is withdrawn from the canister, additional straps are auto-
matically placed at intervals on the other half-column. Thus, the column plus
attached cable can be transported by the carrier system to the manipulator
pick-up points.
Although this segmented cable installation system can be mounted on anyone of
the eight arms of the platform assembler, its primary utility is on the two
vertical members of the assembler, where it can be used to install cables on
core columns.
UTILITIES
HALF-COLUMNS
STACKS STORAGE CHAIN DRIVE
HALF-COLUMN
TRACKS
AUTOMATIC
TIE WRAPPER
UTILITIES CAPTURE SYSTEM
HALF-COLUMN
CAPTURE SYSTEM
Figure 14
EMPTY UTILITIES
J STORAGE TUBE
• WHEN ALL STORES ARE
USED UP EMPTIES ARE
DRIVEN BACK
INTO CANISTER
HALF-COLUMN
ASSEMBLY
WORKING HEAD
ELECTRIC CABLE OR
TUBING EXTRACTED
FROM CANISTER
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ASSEMBLER DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE IMPACTS
The results of this study show that concept designs for utilities instal-
lation are available which have relatively little impact on assembler design.
By storing and dispensing cables or tubing on reels or drums, a separate set of
mechanisms can be used which can be attached as needed to the basic assembler
structure• Similarly, for the installation of segmented utilities, a separate
canister can be integrated with the column canister• Column assembler and
utility installation can then be performed in parallel.
In assessing operational and performance impacts, it was found that the
magnitude of these impacts depended on whether utilities installation was per-
formed concurrent with or in series with the platform assembly process. If
utilities are required to be installed around the periphery of a completed
platform, the operations can be performed serially• In this case, the utilities
installation time is additive to that for platform assembly and is minimal. A
greater impact is observed if utilities are installed in parallel with platform
assembly operations. In this case, two primary impacts are foreseen. One of
these is a reduction in the area of a platform which can be constructed from a
single STS load of materials; this area reduction is due to the added space
required in the Orbiter for carrying utilities• As shown in Fig. 15, this
effect is small for utilities installation across and around the periphery of a
platform, ranging from 1% to 4% decrease in area. However, a large impact on
construction time is observed, with estimated increases of from 23% to 34%.
The absolute values of construction times with utilities for the example shown
range from 48 to 69 hours•
ASSEMBLER DESIGN
• MINIMAL HARDWARE DESIGN IMPACT
-- REEL-WOUND UTILITIES USE DEDICATED MECHANISM
-- CANISTER FOR SEGMENTED UTILITIES INTEGRATED WITH COLUMN CANISTER
• ADDED SOFTWARE
ASSEMBLER OPERATION/PERFORMANCE
• UTILITY INSTALLATION EITHER CONCURRENT WITH OR SEPARATE FROM PRIMARY ASSEMBLY
PROCESS
• ADDITION OF UTILITY INSTALLATION
-- INCREASES OVERALL ASSEMBLY TIME
-- REDUCES AREA OF PLATFORM WHICH CAN BE BUILT FROM A SINGLE STS LOAD
COLUMN
LENGTH(m)
4
10
20
NUMBEROF
COLUMNSPER
STS LOAD "
4,200/4,158
3,000/2,940
2,700/2,592
" WITHOUT UTILITIES/WITH UTILITIE:
PLATFORM AREA
WITHOUT
UTILITIES
(m=)
6.5 x 103
2.9 x 10 `=
1.0 x. 10 _
WITH UTILITIES ADDED
AREA
CHANGE
(%)
-1
-2
-4
CONSTRUCTION
TIME CHANGE
(%)
+23
+30
+34
Figure 15
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UTILITY INSTALLATION SUMMARY
The studies performed on assembler utility installation have resulted in
the conclusions summarized below. The installation of candidate utilities can
be implemented using existing state-of-the-art technology by adding on devices
or modifying the baseline assembler design. Proper programming of utility
installation allows for compatible assembly operational sequences for a variety
of platform sizes and shapes, with minimal impact on assembler design and
operation. The study results also show that a postulated utilities network
installation on candidate platforms requires little Orbiter payload bay volume
and thus imposes only a small reduction in the size of the platform which can
be produced from a single STS load. However, the amount of total construction
time required can be increased significantly, depending on the extent of the
required utilities. In addition, the complexity and development requirements
of automated connection devices makes it desirable to use astronaut EVA to
perform utilities hookup tasks.
This study has resulted in the identification of feasible designs for
storage and dispensing of cables and tubing by two means: continuous reels or
segment dispensers. Existing devices for cable binding can be adapted to
perform this task automatically during utility installation. Finally, an
investigation of the use of column-integrated conductors in composite columns
has shown that this approach requires considerable manufacturing technology
development and is not practical with current materials and column designs.
• ASSEMBLER UTILITY INSTALLATION:
USES EXISTING TECHNOLOGY
IS COMPATIBLE WITH ASSEMBLY SEQUENCES
-- IS ADAPTABLE TO RANGE OF PLATFORM SIZES, SHAPES
-- HAS MINIMAL IMPACT ON ASSEMBLER DESIGN, OPERATION
-- HAS NEGLIBIBLE EFFECT ON AREA OF PLATFORM ASSEMBLED PER STS LOAD
-- INCURS AN INCREASE IN ASSEMBLY TIME IN PROPORTION TO AMOUNT AND LOCATION OF UTILITIES
-- REQUIRES EVA FOR COUPLING, CONNECTIONS
• APPLICABLE DESIGNS AND MECHANISMS INCLUDE:
REEL STORAGE AND DISPENSING
-- CANISTER STORAGE
-- BINDING MECHANISMS
• COLUMN-INTEGRATED CONDUCTORS ARE IMPRACTICAL AND DIFFICULT TO IMPLEMENT
Figure 16
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BASELINECONFIGURATIONFA SOLARREFLECTINGSATELLITE
Since 1978, Astro has been working for NASALaRCon "Design Requirements
for Large Space Structures." Someresults have been reported in refs. 1 and
2. Other results are being published. Somewill be presented at the forth-
coming AIAA SecondConference on Large Space Platforms in February 1981. The
present paper gives results of investigations of requirements and design concepts
for large solar-reflecting spacecraft. The emphasis is on the 1-kilometer-
diameter self-contained spacecraft that can be packaged and launched in the
Space Shuttle shownin Figure i.
MOST STAY TAPES
NOT SHOWN FOR
CLARITY
-40-M-DIAMETER
TWIN-ROTOR
CONTROL-MOMENT GYRO
RIM
"_ CENTER
" BODY
i000 M
,
Figure i.
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CIRCULARSOLAR-REFLECTINGSATELLITE
The structure of the spacecraft is similar to that previously reported in
ref. 3. Somedetails are shownon figure 2. The configuration consists of a
compression rim stabilized by stays coming from each end of the central com-
pression hub. The stays are stowed on reels on the ends of the hub. The hub
consists of two Astromasts which are deployed after launch. The reflector mem-
brane is a 2-micron-thick Kapton film with a vapor-deposited aluminum coating.
With seamsand joints, the average weight of the film is 4 g/m2. The feasibility
of this type of film was demonstrated in 1977 during work on solar sailers.
Note that expansion compensatorswill be needed at the attachment between the
film (which is assumedto have a dimensional stability of ±0.5 percent) and the
relatively stable graphite/epoxy rim structure.
DETAILC
DETAIL A .. ". ,i,!_
HEMISPHERICAL
ANTENNA
STAY
CENTRAL MAST
UPPER CMG ROTOR
JOINING LINE
REFLECTING FILM
DETAIL B
EDGE EXPANSION
TENDON COMPENSATOR
STAY TAPES
DETAIL C
RIM TRUSS
Figure 2.
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CLOSEUP OF CENTER BODY SHOWING TWIN-ROTOR CONTROL-MOMENT GYRO
The "muscle" for the attitude control system is a pair of counter-rotating
control-moment gyros with deployable flywheels. The requirements for control
capability are obtained for the SOLARES mission in which the satellite is rotated
so as to reflect the sunlight to a fixed point on the Earth as it passes near it.
The torques and angular impulses required are large enough that exorbitant masses
would be needed if the flywheels were small enough to be contained within the
Shuttle. Hence, deployable flywheels are necessary. Even with the large diam-
eter available with deployable flywheels, the electrical power required to
accelerate the flywheels used as momentum wheels is unacceptably large. Hence,
the control-moment-gyro approach was selected and is schematically shown in
figure 3.
UPPER CENTRAL MAST
REFLECTING
CENTER
c
CMG ROTOR
t I
i0 °
4 M
4 M
ROTOR
0 5 i0
SCALE (METERS)
Figure 3.
NOTE: BROKEN LINES INDICATE ROTOR
POSITIONS IN MAXIMUM GIMBALED
CONFIGURATION.
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DEPLOYABLE FILAMENTARY FLYWHEEL FOR CONTROL-MOMENT GYRO
Deployable flywheels were studied over i0 years ago and reported in ref. 4.
They are composed of many filaments in the pattern shown in figure 4. This
pattern is basically selected to put the filaments in a state of uniform tension.
Note that a typical filament runs from one end of the hub out to the rim and
then to the other end of the hub. The resulting wheel should have sufficient
depth to ensure that it behaves essentially as a rigid body. Clearly, further
work needs to be done on these types of control devices.
FIBER A
i__[ I T JECTORYOF
FIBER A (TYPICAL)
2 M _----- _ i
Figure 4.
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MASS SUF_4ARY FOR BASELINE
1-KILOMETER-DIAMETER REFLECTOR SATELLITE
(flight condition)
A mass breakdown for the 1-kilometer-diameter satellite is shown in
figure 5. Note that the mass of the reflector membrane which we consider to be
the payload is slightly more than 3000 kg. An objective of the study was to deter-
mine whether the mass of the supporting structure could be made as light as
that. In the earlier results (ref. 3), the structural mass was only about
2800 kg. Attention in the current study to the packaging and deployment require-
ments resulted in an increase of the structural mass to almost 3400 kg. As can
be seen, the mass of the control system including a low torque electromagnetic
loop system for desaturating the control-moment gyros and controlling orientation
about the axis of symmetry is about 2400 kg. Including reasonable masses for
other support systems, the total unit mass of the spacecraft is less than
12 g/m 2, well into the ultralightweight range.
ITEM
STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
EDGE TENDONS (90) 12
CORNER HARDWARE (90) 330
RIM TRUSS 1760
RIM HINGES AND MOTORS (6) 30
STAY TAPES, FRONT AND BACK (180) 367
TAPE REELS 42
CENTRAL MASTS (500 M) 241
STORAGE CANISTERS AND MECHANISMS 552
CENTER BODY 48
REFLECTOR MEMBRANE
AREA = 785,400 M 2 @ 4 GM/M 2 314_____2
CONTROL SYSTEM
CONTROL-MOMENT GYRO TWIN-ROTORS 1000
CONTROL-MOMENT GYRO SUSPENSION i000
MAGNETIC LOOP CONTROL (90 CIRCUITS) 335
(FOR 2400-KM ORBIT)
COMMUNICATIONS, POWER SUPPLY,
MASS (KG)
AND CONTROL ELECTRONICS
SOLAR POWER SUPPLY 60
HEMISPHERICAL ANTENNAS (2_ 20
RATE GYROS AND SENSORS 50
COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA HANDLING 100
COMPUTER 46
TOTAL
3382
3142
2335
376
9235
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Figure 5.
SEQUENTIAL ERECTION
The deployment of the structural configuration presents a very severe
problem. In the past, the rim was assumed to be packaged and deployed in a zig-
zag fashion in much the same manner as used in the Wire-Wheel or Hoop-Column
concepts. In the present case, the difficulty is that the rim truss is over
an order of magnitude larger in cross section than could be fit within the
Shuttle with zigzag packaging. We deemed it unreasonable to expect that we
could control the deployment of the cross section of the rim at the same time as
controlling the radial deployment of the zigzag. Therefore, we reexamined the
deployment and arrived at a principle of erection of large structures which is
outlined in figure 6. We are convinced that all large structures must follow
this principle of sequential erection.
i. MOST OF THE MATERIAL IS EITHER SECURELY STOWED OR FULLY
ERECTED AT ANY TIME DURING THE PERIOD OF ESTABLISHMENT.
2. ONLY A SMALL FRACTION OF THE MATERIAL IS IN TRANSITION
AT ANY TIME.
3. PARTS IN TRANSITION ARE CLOSELY CONTROLLED.
4. STRUCTURAL PARTS IN TRANSITION ARE AVAILABLE
FOR INSPECTION AND REPAIR
Figure 6.
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I-KILOMETER-DI_IETEREFLECTINGSATELLITE
PACKAGEDFORSHUTTLECARGOBAY
Figures 7 through ii illustrate a deployment concept which obeys the
principle of sequential erection. The package shownhere (figure 7) is madeup
of three sets of containers. Each set consists of two canisters, each contain-
ing a segmentof the rim truss, joined together by a rectangular bin in which
the reflector membraneis stowed. Each rim-truss canister contains one-sixth
of the rim and the film stowage bin is long enough to contain also the expansion
compensatorattachment hardware.
ANTENNA
SOLARCELLS
ASTROMASTCANISTER
STAYTAPEREELS
PACKAGEDMESH
ROTORSFORCONTROL-
MOMENTGYRO
FILMPACKAGE(3)
RIMTRUSS
CANISTERS (6)
STAY TAPE REELS
COVER THERMAL
RADIATORS ON
LOWER SURFACE
0 5
SCALE (METERS)
SOLAR CELLS SURROUNDING
ELECTRONIC BAY AND
ASTROMAST CANISTER
NOTE: STAY TAPES NOT
SHOWN FOR CLARITY
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Figure 7.
FIRSTPHASEOFDEPLOYMENT
SHOWINGRIM-TRUSSCANISTERSAFTER90° ROTATION
The first step in the deployment is to rotate the paired rim-truss canisters
to a horizontal position (figure 8). The rim truss in this case is an Astro-
mast, although other types of deployable trusses could be used. The tip ends
of the Astromast are temporarily attached rigidly to the hub.
0 5 NOTE: MOSTSTAY
L I A _ a I i
SCALE (METERS) _ TAPES NOT
SHOWN
Figure 8.
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SOLAR-REFLECTINGSATELLITE
DURINGEARLYPARTOFSECONDEPLOYMENTPHASE
Deployment continues by extending the pairs of Astromasts, transporting
canisters outwards in pairs accompaniedby the film bins (figure 9). As the
film bins moveoutward, the membraneis allowed to unfold from the bin. When-
ever a station on the rim is reached where an attachment of the membraneis
required, an appropriate joint is made.
RIM TRUSSMASTS_
CENTERBODYHIDDEN
BY FILM MAST
CANISTERS
FILM PACKAGE
STAY TAPES
LOWER CENTRAL MAST
EXTENDING AT SAME
RATE AS RIM TRUSS MASTS
NOTE: MOST STAY TAPES 0 I0 20 30 40 50
NOT SHOWN L .... i
SCALE (METERS)
Figure 9.
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PROGRESSIVED PLOYMENTOFMASTSANDFILM IN SECONDPHASE
Deployment of the rim and the central hub continued until the rim is fullydeployed as shownin figure I0.
0%
20%
I
60%
100%
%
_ STAY TAPES
i FILM ,/FOLDED FILM
f UPPER CENTRAL MAST
_,.-_ CENTER BODY
SIDE VIEW OF ONE-THIRD OF SPACECRAFT
Figure i0.
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THIRD PHASE OF THE DEPLOYMENT SEQUENCE
The final stage of deployment is to detach the Astromast tips from the
central hub and to allow the rim to hinge at six points and thereby assume its
final deployed position (figure ii). This last motion is designed to be driven
by synchronized electric motors at the canister base. The stay tapes are con-
trolled properly to position the centerbody with respect to the rim during this
stage.
LOWER CENTRAL MAST AND RIM
TRUSSES FULLY EXTENDED
7__ UpPERCENTRALMAST
NOTE: MOST STAY TAPES
NOT SHOWN
UPPER CENTRAL
MAST NEARS
FULL EXTENSION
0 500
i_ r
SCALE (METERSl
FILM AND RIM
FULLY DEPLOYED
IN FINAL CONFIGURATION
]00
Figure ii.
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LARGE SPACE ANTENNA REQUIREMENTS
We are performing a contractual study "Design Concepts for Large Reflector
Antenna Structures," which has been underway since June. This is a report on
the progress to date. The needs for large antenna structures are illustrated
in figure i, taken from work done by R.V. Powell at JPL. The lines of constant
D/I have been added to emphasize the stringency of some of the future require-
ments. The conclusion is that apertures from 1,000 to i0,000 wavelengths in
diameter will be needed. When this is coupled with the requirement that the
surface be true to a small fraction of a wavelength, the conclusion is that sur-
face accuracies of one part in i00,000 will be needed.
i0,000
1,000
i00
i0
Frequency,
GHz
i--
0.i0 --
0.01 --
0.001
1
_= i00,000
i0,000
-
COMSATS
I
I
I
i0
i i I
astronomy
Lbmillimeter astronomy
Orbiting deep space relay
radio astronomy
Radar surveillance
Soil moisture radiometer
power station
ILow-frequency
radio astronomy
I I
I00 1,000
Diameter D, m
i0,000
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STRUCTURALCONFIGURATIONS
In this study, we have confined our attention to a type of antenna reflector
in which a stiff structure is constructed to hold a membrane-like reflector mesh
in the correct position. An important basic restriction in our approach is that
the meshbe controlled only by the structure and that no additional local shaping
be employed. Furthermore, attention is confined to structures in which no
adjustments would be madeon assembly. Several possible configurations of this
type are shown in figure 2.
Tetrahedral truss
Geodesic dome
Pretensioned truss
,j
/-
/
Orbiting reflector
antenna
Radial rib
Figure 2
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TETRAHEDRAL-TRUSS CONFIGURATION
Primary attention is given to the tetrahedral-truss configuration because
of its outstanding stiffness and dimensional stability. It is recognized that
this type of construction is relatively complex (see figure 3), especially when
the individual facets must be madesmall enough so that the meshcan be made
flat over each facet and still approximate the desired paraboloidal surface
satisfactorily.
H
Figure 3
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LIMITATIONS DUE TO FABRICATION ERRORS
Our approach is to assemble the structure from elements which are made
accurately in detail and are then joined without further adjustment. The
effects of the resulting tolerance buildup have been carefully analyzed and
reported in ref. i. Figure 4, taken from that reference, shows the limitations
on size due to this tolerance buildup. The achievable diameter-to-wavelength
ratio is plotted versus the root-mean-square of the unit length error of the
constituent members. We feel that a value of _g of 10-5 is achievable with
careful tooling without inordinate cost increases. Note that the tetrahedral
truss is markedly superior to other configurations and that diameters up to
i0,000 wavelengths are achievable.
INDIVIDUAL SURFACE ERROR : _/I00
10O,000 I I I I I I II I I I I I I IlL
I truss, H = £
10,DO0
D
Pretensioned
truss, H = £
L= D/2
1,00O
Geodesic dome
i00
I0 -6 1O 5 10-4
O
E
Figure 4
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LIMITATIONS DUE TO THERMAL STRAINS
Similarly, the influence of steady-state thermal effects was investigated
in ref. i for a uniform tetrahedral truss. The summary results shown in
figure 5 are plotted against the parameter ST Tmax. For an ST of 0.I x 10-6/K,
a value of this parameter of 3 x 10 -5 is appropriate. The results show that
the most important static thermal effect is that of self shading. The size
potential is around i0,000 wavelengths.
INDIVIDUAL SURFACE ERROR : _/lO0
100,000 i i i I i i i I i
Shear strain
Averac
strain
change
i0,00(
D
1,00{
m
i00 I
10 -6
F
-- = 2
D
Self shading, 8 = 0 °
H = £ 30°
60 °d
k[ = 0.01
80 °
i I iiiii i I
10-5
e T Tma x
Figure 5
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200-METER-DIAMETER DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA
An example antenna configuration which would meet accuracy requirements
appropriate for L-band use is shown in figure 6. In this case, the cell size
is selected to give an rms error due to facet flattening of 2 mm. The strut
diameter is selected large enough so that the deflection of the strut under the
mesh tension loads of 2.5 N/m are very small. The natural frequency of the
resulting reflector structure is about 1 Hz. Similarly, the resulting struc-
ture has a significant capacity for withstanding interorbit acceleration as
discussed in ref. 2. The same situation pertains to station keeping loads.
Note that the structure is quite complex, being composed of about i000 facets.
CELL SIZE = 7 m
DEPTH = 7 m
STRUT DIAMETER = 40 mm
REFLECTOR MASS : 6500 kg
VIBRATION FREQUENCY (REFLECTOR ONLY) _ 1 Hz
SURFACE ERROR : 4 mm
D = 210m
F= 400 m
Figure 6
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SEQUENTIAL ERECTION
Deploying the entire tetrahedral truss simultaneously is possible but is
generally agreed to be difficult to make reliable. In order to achieve reli-
ability, we must obey the principle of sequential erection shown in figure 7.
In passing, note that on-orbit assembly is considered by many to be a desirable
method for space erection. It follows this principle.
i. MOST OF THE MATERIAL IS EITHER SECURELY STOWED OR FULLY
ERECTED AT ANY TIME DURING THE PERIOD OF ESTABLISHMENT.
2. ONLY A SMALL FRACTION OF THE MATERIAL IS IN TRANSITION
AT ANY TIME.
3. PARTS IN TRANSITION ARE CLOSELY CONTROLLED.
4. STRUCTURAL PARTS IN TRANSITION ARE AVAILABLE
FOR INSPECTION AND REPAIR.
Figure 7
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PARABOLOIDAL TRUSS PACKAGING
We have invented a new means of packaging and deploying tetrahedral-truss
structures. The approach consists of packaging slanted truss planes on top of
each other sequentially as shown in figure 8. The truss planes can then be
packaged along their length one bay at a time. Models have been constructed to
illustrate this process. A fortuitous feature of the paraboloidal shape is that
parallel planes intersect with a paraboloid in exactly the same curve. There-
fore, the truss planes can be packaged in coincidence even for curved reflectors.
J
J
J
J
J
J
> z
J
J
J
_J_J
z
UPPERCHORDS
I,'_/1
Figure 8
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INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
Figures 9 through ii illustrate the sequence of deployment. At all stages,
the partially deployed structure consists of two symmetrical, fully deployed
tetrahedral-truss segments which bound fully deployed truss planes. The two
canisters with appropriate manipulators control the motion of the truss planes
and the essentially rigid bounding tetrahedral-truss segments. In figure 9,
the memberswhich have dots in their centers are in the process of being
deployed.
@
Figure 9
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MID -DEPLOYMENT
The truss in mid-deployment is shown in figure i0.
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Figure i0
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FULLY DEPLOYED
The fully deployed truss has a shape which is governed in part by the
character of the deployment (see figure ii).
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PACKAGED REFLECTOR
The reflector package is shown in figure 12. To this, of course, must be
added the packages for the feed support which have not yet been examined.
3.72 m DIA
0
15.08 m ,--
Figure 12
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TRUSS STOWED INSIDE CANISTER
The details of the stowage have been examined and the package is shown in
figure 13. Note that the surface members are packaged tightly without spaces,
thereby maximizing the diameter of the deployed reflector possible in a single
Shuttle payload.
CANISTER-
3.72 m
NINE-MEMBER
MODULE (TYPICAL)
NOTE: ONLY PERIPHERAL
MODULES SHOWN.
Figure 13
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KNEE HINGE 
The structure has on the order of 10,000 joints, each of which must oper- 
ate successfully for a reliable deployment. Joint design is crucial, therefore, 
t o  the success of the structure. One joint is shown in figure 14 which makes 
use of an "almost-over-center" latch, developed and proved as flight hardware 
on the Seasat Synthetic Aperture Radar antenna structure. This latch provided 
a lockup of the many knee joints without requiring the close tolerances ordin- 
arily demanded by over-center latches. 
FULLY DEPLOYED P O S I T I W (  pi 
15' REF 
DEPLOYMENT SEQUENCE 
Figure 14 
5 D I A  P I N  
4 PLACES ._ b
40 mn O I A  TUBIffi 
BONDED ONTO 
METAL HINGE 
FITTINGS 
6.4 m T I P  
l 4, BONDED ONTO 
,' 
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NINE-MEMBER JOINT - TETRAHEDRAL TRUSS 
We are i n  p rocess  of des ign ing  o t h e r  j o i n t s ,  t h e  most complex of which is  
t h e  nine-member j o i n t  shown i n  f i g u r e  15 i n  an o b s o l e t e  form. 
F i g u r e  15 
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STUDY OBJECTIVES
A nine month study entitled "Development of a Deployable Module Concept
for Large Reflector Application" was undertaken by Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company, Inc., in September 1979. This contract was originated by
Langley Research Center as a subtask of an ongoing contract in support of the
development of Large Space Structures Concepts.
The subtask objectives are summarized in Figure I. LMSC was to design a
large erectable antenna using a deployable modular approach and characterize
the performance of such antennas. In addition, the module deployment kine-
matics were to be verified by construction of a working subscale demonstration
model, and on-orbit antenna assembly scenarios were to be investigated.
• DESIGN A DEPLOYABLE MODULAR STRUCTURAL
ELEMENT FOR ANTENNA APPLICATIONS
• CHARACTERIZE PERFORMANCE
• VALIDATE KINEMATICS
• INVESTIGATE ORBITAL OPERATIONS
Figure i
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The f i n a l  product  envis ioned  from t h e  s tudy  w a s  a l a r g e  p a r a b o l i c  r e f l e c -  
t o r  t o  b e  e r e c t e d  i n  lower e a r t h  o r b i t  from up t o  330 s e p a r a t e  deployable  mod- 
u l e s  t r a n s p o r t e d  by one STS launch. This concept is overviewed i n  F igure  2.  
Figure 2 
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The design constraints established for the study are listed in FiEure 3.
Each module was to be an autonomous deployable unit, attached to neighboring
modules through three attachment points. Each module was to provide a hex-
agonal RF reflective surface element, independent of but adjacent to neigh-
boring elements. The modules were to provide minimum stowed volume (maximize
packing efficiency) and be capable of being deployed by an external, plug-in
deployment power device.
• EACH MODULE AN AUTONOMOUS STRUCTURE
• HEXAGONAL SURFACE ELEMENT
• ORBIT DEPLOYMENT ACCOMPLISHED WITH EXTERNAL AID
• THREE POINT MODULE TO MODULE ATTACHMENT
• MINIMIZE STOWED VOLUME
Figure 3
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DESIGNAPPROACH
The design approach selected to satisfy the foregoing requirements con-
sists of a reflective meshsurface supported by a small diameter (1.27 cm)
thin wall (.4 mm)tubular framework. Several of the tubes contain spring
powered, latching joints which allow them to be folded to reduce the stowed
package size. A single central jackscrew controls all of the deployment
motions, acting as both the slider link of a four bar linkage for the upper
truss and as a cable reel to deploy cables which control the deployment
motions of the lower structure elements. The stowed module is basically a
passive device, in that external mechanical power must be supplied by a motor
for deployment to occur.
• SURFACE
• FRAME
• STRUCTURE
• JOINTS
- FOLDING HEXAGONAL TRUSS PLATE
- FOLDED TRIANGULAR TRUSS
- 1.27 CM DIAMETER, 0.4 mm THICK GRAPHIC
EPOXY TUBES
- SELF ACTIVATING AND LOCKING WITH TWO
DEGREES OF FREEDOM
DEPLOYMENT CONTROL - CENTRAL JACK SCREW WITH STRUCTURAL
AND CABLE SYNCHRONIZATION
DEPLOYMENT POWER - EXTERNAL PLUG IN MOTOR
Figure 4
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MODULEDESIGNOVERVIEW
Figure 5 describes the basic componentsof a single module. An upper
hexagonal truss frame supports the mesh, and structural depth is provided by
a triangular lower frame cross braced to the upper frame. The folded truss
elements use spring powered latching joints which provide continuous column
stiffness in the deployed position. Deployment is effected by a central jack-
screw in the upper space frame which opens the hexagonal frame through a four-
bar linkage and simultaneously pays out cables which control the spring pow-
ered deployment motions of the lower frame members. The jackscrew is powered
by a separate, plug-in motor unit which is used to deploy all individual mod-
ules.
PERIMETER ARMS
UPPER TRUSS ARMS
REFLECTOR
SURFACE
LOWER TRUSS ARMS
CROSS
BRACES
DEPLOYMENT
JACKSCREW
LOWER ARMS
Figure 5
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Figure 6 shows the subscale demonstration model in the stowed position. 
The stowed package is approximately 25 cm in diameter by 100 cm long. 
separate deployment motor housing can be seen as a small rectangular box ex- 
tending below the module. 
The 
Figure 6 
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Figure 7 shows t h e  demonst ra t ion  model e a r l y  i n  i ts deployment cyc le .  
The c ross  b races  are moving outward and upward and t h e  hexagonal  t r u s s  is 
beginning t o  open. 
128 
Figure  7 
Figure  8 shows t h e  model f u r t h e r  along i n  i t s  deployment motion. The 
upper s u r f a c e  has  opened s u b s t a n t i a l l y  and t h e  c r o s s  b race  c e n t e r  j o i n t s  have 
reached t h e  peak of t h e i r  upward swing. 
F i g u r e  8 
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Figure 9 shows t h e  model s t i l l  f u r t h e r  a long  i n  i ts deployment. The 
c r o s s  brace lower j o i n t s  are s e p a r a t i n g  from t h e  upper j o i n t s  deepening t h e  
s t r u c t u r e .  
Figure 9 
The f u l l y  deployed module is  p i c t u r e d  i n  F igure  10. This  demonst ra t ion  
model measures approximate ly  160 cm a c r o s s  t h e  co rne r s  of t h e  hexagonal re- 
f l e c t o r  s u r f a c e  and s t a n d s  approximately 135 cm high .  The tub ing  s i z e  (1.27 
cm diameter) and t h e r e f o r e  j o i n t  s i z e s  are f u l l  scale i n  t h e  model. For a 
f u l l  scale module, however, t h e  tube  l e n g t h s  a r e  inc reased  t o  t h e  f u l l  l e n g t h  
of t h e  STS O r b i t e r  cargo  bay, r e s u l t i n g  i n  a f l i g h t  module measuring 28 meters 
a c r o s s  t h e  c o r n e r s  of the hexagonal s u r f a c e  by 24 meters deep. 
F igure  10 
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PERFORMANCE STUDIES
Figure Ii shows the mass of individual modules of various sizes. As the
module size increases, the essentially parasitic mass of the module structure
and the deployment mechanism becomes less and less significant and the module
mass becomes predominantly the mass of the reflective mesh.
MODULE
MASS
Kg
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4O
20 -
0 I I
10 20
MODULE DIA (M)
Figure ii
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Figure 12 demonstrates this effect more clearly. For small modules (i0
meters in diameter) the reflective mesh surface, which is for an antenna re-
flector the useful portion of the module, amounts to a little over one third
of the total mass of the module. For a 28 meter diameter module, however,
the mesh surface comprises almost two thirds of the mass of the module.
100
MASS
FRACTION
(%)
8O
60
40 -
20 -
0 I I
10 20 30
MODULE DIA (M)
Figure 12
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DEPLOYABLE MODULAR ANTENNA APPLICATION
The structural efficiency of modular antennas is fully realized in large
aperture uses at moderate to mm wavelength RF frequencies. Modular antennas
can be efficiently utilized through the majority of currently projected radio-
metry and ODSRS reflector applications when multiple shuttle flights are con-
sidered. Even with a single shuttle, the modular approach yields a signifi-
cant potential for performance improvement over the current projections for
mesh deployables as can be seen in Figure 13.
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MODULAR ANTENNA ASSEMBLY METHODS
Figure 14 summarizes the various reflector assembly scenarios investi-
gated during the study.
Techniques which were examined ranged from those requiring present tech-
nology STS operations with no EVA to large aperture techniques requiring de-
velopment of a self contained, automated free flying assembly satellite.
• STS CONTAINED WITH 2 RMS
• RMS/ARTICULATED BOOM FIXTURE
• FORMATION FLYING SATELLITE
• FREE FLYING AUTOMATED SATELLITE
Figure 14
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Reflectors of moderate size (up to approximately 70 m diameter) can be
assembleddirectly from the Orbiter cargo bay using 2 RMSarms. Onearm is
used to hold and position the partially completed reflector and the other arm
is used to deploy each individual module and attach it to the assembly. The
entire operation can be controlled by the payload specialist working at the
aft flight deck of the Orbiter. This concept is overviewed in Figure 15.
Figure 15
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Figure 16 depicts assembly of a larger reflector using an articulated,
extendable boomto hold the reflector for assembly. This boomis operated
from inside the orbiter and is used to rotate and position the reflector to
receive each module. The modules are deployed and assembled to the reflector
by the Orbiter RMS. Reflector apertures up to approximately 310 meters in
diameter can be assembled in one launch using this approach.
Figure 16
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Large aperture antennas can be assembled only by using techniques which
allow multiple resupply by the STS. One such technique is shown in Figure 17.
A free flying satellite is carried to orbit with the first set of modules.
After these modules are installed, the Orbiter releases the satellite and re-
turns to Earth. SubsequentOrbiter flights rendezvous with the satellite to
deliver and install additional modules.
Figure 17
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Figure 18 describes another reflector assembly approach for apertures
requiring multiple STS launches. In the scheme, the satellite is a totally
automated, self contained assembly platform. The STS ferries cargo loads of
modules to orbit and delivers them to the satellite. Positioning equipment,
permanently mounted on the satellite, removes the modules from their transport
cannister, deploy them and attach them to the reflector.
Figure 18
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SIZE LIMITS OFASSEMBLYTECHNIQUES
Figure 19 summarizesthe reflector size limitations of the various
assembly techniques. The approach using the RMSarms from the shuttle
Orbiter is limited by the reach of the two arms, allowing a maximumsize
reflector of approximately 73 m diameter. The articulated boomcase is
limited in size by the numberof modules that can be carried in the Orbiter
cargo bay, with part of the volume taken up by the stowed assembly boom.
The assembly satellite cases are essentially limited in size only by a number
of shuttle launches devoted to the task.
• STS CONTAINED - 73 M DIAMETER
• RMS/BOOM - 310 M DIAMETER
• FORMATION SATELLITE - UNLIMITED
• AUTOMATED SATELLITE - UNLIMITED
Figure 19
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STUDYCONCLUSIONS
The conclusions reached during the study are summarized in Figure 20.
Modular antenna construction can provide a significant increase in reflector
aperture size over deployable reflectors. The modular approach allows re-
flective meshsurfaces to be supported by a minimumof structure. The kine-
matics of the selected deployable design approach have been validated by the
subscale demonstration model. Further design refinements on the module
structural/joints and design optimization on intermodule joints are needed.
@
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION PROVIDES A SIGNIFICANT
INCREASE IN APERTURE SIZE
APPROACH YIELDS A MINIMIZATION OF STRUCTURAL
WEIGHT
KINEMATICS ARE VALID
JOINT AND INTER MODULE ATTACHMENT REQUIRE
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY
Figure 20
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AREAS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION
The study concluded that work in two additional technology areas would
be beneficial in developing larger reflector apertures. These study areas
are surmnarized in Figure 21. The first area is the development of a larger
deployable element, perhaps seven individual modules packaged and inter-
connected to be deployed as a single unit. These large "building block"
elements would then be assembled in essentially the same manner as the single
modules.
The second area for research is the development of an active reflective
surface, that is, surface which automatically adjusts itself on orbit to
compensate for mechanical assembly tolerances and/or reflector distortions
due to thermal gradient or positioning dynamic effects.
DEVELOPMENT OF A MODULAR BUILDING BLOCK
- 100 M DIAMETER BASIC ELEMENT
- MULTIPLE MODULE INTERCONNECTED
- DEPLOYED WITH SINGLE ACTUATOR
- ABILITY TO INTERCONNECT WITH OTHER 100 M
ELEMENTS TO OBTAIN DESIRED SIZE
DEVELOPMENT OF ACTIVE SURFACE ELEMENT
- PRECISION HEXAGONAL SURFACE ELEMENT
- ORBITAL ATTACHMENT TO SUBSTRUCTURE
- ATTACHMENT THROUGH ACTIVE CONTROL
ACTUATORS
Figure 21
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THE THREE CANDIDATE MODULAR CONCEPTS
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the feasibility of
constructing large space structures, specifically a 100-meter paraboloidal R.F.
reflector, by individually deploying a number of relatively small structural
modules, and then joining them to form a single, large structure, in orbit.
The advantage of this approach is that feasibility of a large antenna may
be demonstrated by ground and flight tests of several smaller and less costly
sub-elements (modules). Thus, initial development costs are substantially re-
duced and a high degree of reliability can be obtained without commitment to
construction of a very large system.
The three candidate structural concepts illustrated in Figure I are
investigated:
i. The Deployable Cell Module (DCM)
, The Paraboloidal Extendable Truss Antenna adapted to modular
assembly (Mod-PETA)
. The Modular Extendable Truss Antenna (META)
DCM Mtx] -PETA M ETA
/'vvv YVVV
' " /N/'q/N/V V\ A/_
AAA/X/VkA A z
A AA/XAAAAA
DI,:PLOYABI.I': CI,:Lt. MODU1. E
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MOI)tI1,ARIZED I ARABO1,OIDAL (J)
ERh:CTABLE TRUSS ANTENNA
MODU 1,A R 1"R E CT A Bl, I"
TRUSS ANTENNA
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DCM, IO0-METER, 721 MODULE REFLECTOR
The reflector configuration shown in Figure 2 is optimized for the minimum
number of component structural modules.
Due to the desired paraboloidal shape of the reflector (f/d = 1.0) the
component structural elements of the modules vary slightly in length. The
double dimensions shown in Figures 2 and 3 indicate the limits of this variation
which is generally within ± 2.06% of the median dimension. Optimization ensures
that the largest module, when packaged is compatible with transverse stowage in
the STS Orbiter payload bay diameter. Space is allowed for the stowage pallet,
as shown in Figure 4.
.- 3.50m
_c_S_R_C_L_o_ .. _
,
POINT-TO-POINT
3. 5908 MAX. _ '
3.4490_##ic_ --. _k
3.5908 MAX
3.4490 MIN
3 6527 MAX.
__._____.,i084 MIN.
J
2.0732 MAX ,/
1.9912 MIN."
TYPICAL
METERS I0 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 flO 90 I00
,i .. . i, i. i . _ _. i i _ JA-A SCALE ,.,,
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0
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DCM - TYPICAL MODULE IN DEPLOYED CONFIGURATION
Figure 3 shows the typical module configuration. The two triangular frames
and the six cross ties are the prime structural elements of the module. The
structural performance of the total reflector is dependent on the strength and
stiffness of these elements. The three prebuckled column members that separate
the two triangular frames act as compression springs and provide a simple
means of preloading the prime structural elements. The _eometric stability of
the DCM module is dependent upon this preloading, which puts the six cross ties
in a state of sustained tension, and the triangular frames in sustained com-
pression. In practice, the magnitude of this required preloading must be de-
termined for each specific application to satisfy two critical requirements:
i) Preloading must be sufficient to ensure that the tension in the six ties re-
mains positive for all conditions of externally applied structural loading, and
2) Preloading must not be so large as to exceed allowable column strength of
the triangular frame elements (tubes) under conditions of additive applied
structural loading.
GRAPHITE EPOXY TUBE
3.1cm (1.2 IN) SQUARE
0.91mm(.036 IN) WALL
TYPICAL (6) PLCS
/ REFLECTIVE SURFACE /
SEGMENT (FACET)
1.9912m
4. 1464m
3.9824m
MODULE-TO-MODULE
STRUCTURAL INTERFACE (12)
I
SPRING COLUMN (3)
(BOWED OR TELESCOPIC)
/
STRUCTURAL INTERFACE (NODE)
FITTINGS (6) _X_ /
i REFLECTIVE SURFACE
, SEGMENT (FACET)
'\ 200m PAD. SPHERICAL x
ORFLATI
3.5908 m
3.4490 m
'/L 3.50m
MINOR FRAME
(CONCAVE FACE)
TIE LINES (6)
( METALLIC OR COMPOSITE )
3.6527m
3.5084m
MAJOR FRAME
(CONVEX FACE)
Figure 3
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DCM - STOWAGE OF PACKAGED MODULES
IN ORBITER PAYLOAD BAY
The module configuration shown above in Figure 3 permits it to be mechani-
cally folded to occupy a much lesser volume. The two, rigid, triangular frames
maintain their size and shape, but when one frame is rotated, in plane, relative
to the other, the three intermediate columns lean over through 90 ° drawing the
two frames together. The overall height of the module thus shrinks from its
deployed height of 3.5 meters to a packaged height of only 6.2 centimeters.
This packaging capability permits 270 such modules to be stacked in a 16.7
meter increment (90%) of the Orbiter payload bay. As shown in Figure 4, each
module is supported within the cradle by three "shoes" one at the bottom
center line and one more on either side just above the horizontal centerline.
The shoes are keyed into troughs that run the full length of the cradle, and
individually engage an endless belt. In orbit the modules are dispensed one
at a time from the front end of the cradle. To dispense a module the three
endless belts are advanced, simultaneously, a distance equal to the overall
thickness of one module. This causes the entire module stack to advance a
similar distance resulting in the release of the dispensed module.
7.6cm (3.01N) MIN. CLEARANCE
PAYLOAD ENVELOPE 6.20cm (2.44 IN) --_
4.572m (15 FT) DIA.
FLAT FACET.
3.653m REF.
(143.8 IN.) 7.04cm (2.77 IN)
MAX. DCM MODULE. SPIIERICAL FACET
MIN. PROFILE
3.591m MAX. PROFILE
CONCAVE FRAME
MIN. PROFILE
MAX. PROFILE
CONVEX FRAME
MIN. PROFILE
MAX. PROFILE
PALLET SUPPORT TRUNNION
INTERFACE SHOES, UPPER
PALLET SUPPORT TRUNNION
1
3.8cm(l.5 IN) MIN.
__ DCM MODULE,
TYPICAL
INTERFACE SHOES,
UPPER
I
PAYLOAD SUPPORT PALLET
6.0cm (2.4 IN.)CLEARANCE
t
INTERFACE SHOE, LOWER
ORBITER FUSELAGE, REF.
PAYLOAD SUPPORT PALLET INTERFACE SHOES,
LOWER
ORBITER MID-FUSELAGE
Figure 4
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DCM - PAYLOAD SUPPORT PALLET (PSP) IS ELEVATED
AND SUPPORTED BY TWO ARTICULATED ARMS
The Payload Support Pallet (PSP), containing the packaged structural
modules and all handling and assembly support equipment is removed as a unit
from the payload bay. It is supported in an attitude and at a distance from the
Orbiter that will enable observation and monitoring from the Orbiter crew com-
partment and that _ill incur minimum risk to the Orbiter.
The first stage of the in-orbit deployment sequence is release of the PSP
tiedown latches and elevation of the PSP from the Orbiter bay by means of two
articulating support arms (Figure 5). These arms may subsequently be locked
to establish a rigid relationship between the PSP and the Orbiter. However,
in order to prevent excessive loading at these support interfaces as the mass
moment of the evolving structure becomes large, it may be necessary to provide
a sprung (non-rigid) interface that would accommodate oscillatory movements
yet maintain the mean relationship at nominal. A superimposed effect would be
correction of orbital tumbling by means of the Orbiter attitude control systems.
PACKAGED MODULES, REF
Figure 5
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DCM- EFFECTORHEADSONTHETWOHANDLINGANDJOININGARMS(HJA)
ENGAGE,ALIGNANDJOIN MODULENODEFITTINGSBOTHFRONTANDBACK
The individual modules are advanced to the extreme end of the PSP, as
described above, and driven into deployed configuration by applying momentsto
the three intermediate columns.
The two HJA then engage the node fittings of the modules and position the
modules side-by-side.
Whenthe required alignment is achieved the Link Trigger Unit (LTU) ro-
tates down to engage the node fittings and to actuate the link trigger mechan-
ism, which effects the mechanical joining of the structural interface. The
exact logic of this function is not defined but is visualized either as a
latching link, built into one node fitting, which extends across the structural
interface to engage the mating node fitting, or as a separate part ejected
from the LTU to snap over the anchor pins in the node fittings. For the latter
approach the usual undesirability of loose parts maybe offset by the potential
simplicity of the structural features involved.
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DCM - THE BUILD-UP PROCEEDS IN A ZIG-ZAG MANNER TO LAY DOWN
A TOTAL OF 721 MODULES IN 31 ROWS
By means of a complex sequence of motions the HJA manipulators integrate
each subsequently deployed module into the evolving structure.
The total reflector structure is built-up, thus, row by row, following a
zig-zag course from top to bottom.
DCM MODULE TYP.(721) PLACES
(i) PAYLOAD = 265 MODULES
PAYLOAD SUPPORT
'_ PALLET (PSP)
ORBITER, REF.
(WITH L/O =300
AND FLAT FACETS.)
PROFILE AT COMPLETION
Figure 7
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MOD PETA (TYPE "H") - A MODULARIZED
24 BAY "PETA" RELFECTOR CONSISTING OF 96 MODULES
The concept of deploying several such PETA structures in space, and sub-
sequently joining them to produce a single larger structure has potential and
is presented in this study as an alternative to the DCM approach.
The 100-meter, modularized PETA reflector shown in Figure 8 consists of 96
individual, triangular structural modules joined at their edges to form a
single, integrated structure. In order to achieve matched geometry at the
structural interfaces modules are alternately "male" and "female".
lOOm
(8) MODULES
l
4.05m
STRUCTURAL (13.29 FT)
MODULE, FEMALE
_1_.._ /STnUCTURAL
.. /-_.._. / MODULE, MALE
i 1
-j---
13.7 m145FT) _
NOM. TYP
CONCAVE FACE CONVEX FACE
10 0
• E_ns , I 1,o2, n ;o :o _o ?,o,oo8OlOO
I
o
Figure 8
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MOD PETA, THE ELEMENTAL TETRAHEDRAL
STRUCTURE OF SIX STRUTS
The structural system of the PETA design is, in essence, a mechanical
assembly of tubular structural members joined at their ends and arranged to
form a multiplicity of tetrahedrons. The pivotal capability of the end joints
and the mid-span hinges that are provided in certain members enable the structure
to be mechanically folded into a high density package in which all members lie
in parallel orientation (Figure 9). The mid-span hinges may be spring loaded
so that when circumferential restraints are released from the package, the
structure automatically unfolds radially until it locks-up its fully deployed
configuration.
NODE SEPARATION DEPLOYED _SPIDER
_ PAC-'A-C-K-ED--- DEPLOYMENT RATIO
_-
DIAGONAL ,_
', ,, CARPENTER /All \\
-SEPARATION
(PACKED)
CONTRACTING _ .._ DEPLOYING
/ \
Figure 9
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MOD PETA (H), MODULE STRUCTURAL DETAILS
The typical module is triangular and encompasses three bays of structure.
The concave (meshed) face of all modules is identical, but "female"
modules are larger overall than the typical male module, shown below, since
their side faces flare outward rather than inward.
F4.62m(1821N)
_--NOMINAL_
3.8cm (1.5 IN)
SQUARE TUBE,
0.91mm (.036 IN)
WALL, TYPICAL
13.7m (45 FT)
4.71m(1861N)
--NOMINAL--_
SURFACE STRUT,
CONCAVE FACE
TYPICAL (18) PLACES
i SURFACE STRUT CONVEX FACE
TYPICAL (9) PLACES
\
DIAGONAL STRUT :_
TYPICAL (18) PLACES
Figure i0
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MOD PETA (H), THE PACKAGED MODULE
The modules typically fold to approximately one fifteeth their deployed
size when packaged for stowing in the Orbiter payload bay. The hexagonal node
fittings meet to form solid end faces to the package; the folded "surface"
struts rest securely between thp p_r_11e1 "core" _rllt_; and the reflective
mesh surface collects in a bundle atop the upper node fitting standoffs.
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MODPETA(H), STOWAGEREQUIREMENTSAREPROPORTIONAL
TOSELECTEDSTRUCTURALDEPTH
AS with the DCMconcept studies, it is assumedthat 10%of the Orbiter
payload bay length is reserved for support equipment, leaving 16.46m (54 ft.)
available for stowage of the packaged reflector. Thus, the PETAreflector
structure, described above stows in clusters, with 24 modules per cluster. This
arrangement permits three clusters to be accommodatedwithin a single payload.
A second flight is required for the fourth cluster. Total stowage space re-
quired, therefore, is equivalent to 1.3 payload bays.
It is conceivable that all four clusters can be accommodatedin one pay-
load (Study Case "D", Figure 12), by shortening each packaged module to 4.1m
(162 inches). While such shortening is feasible, it must be considered that
this results in corresponding reduction of deployed structural depth, structural
stability (dynamic and thermal), surface shape accuracy and, therefore,
potential R.F. capability.
Figure 12 presents three typical cases, Study Cases "D", "E", and "F" to
illustrate the relationship between payload volume (length) and deployed struct-
ural depth, for a 100-meter structure. It will be noted that reducing
structural depth also results in a significant increase in componentpart count
due to corresponding increase in the numberof structural bays.
It is seen that Orbiter flights required are I, 2, and 4, respectively.
STUDYCASE'D',ORBITERPAYLOADSREQUIRED(I)
8.2m(27.0FT)--_=
7.4m(24.4FT)+ --_ /
STUDY CASE 'E' ORBITER PAYLOADS REQUIRED (--_2) STUDY CASE 'F',
ORBITER PAYLOADS REQUIRED (_-_.4)
0
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, £
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0
Figure 12
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MOD PETA ( J ) ,  AN ALTERNATIVE MODULE CONFIGURATION 
The e s s e n t i a l  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  t h i s  approach i s  t h a t  t h e  t r i a n g u l a r  tetra- 
h e d r a l  t r u s s  modules are rep laced  by h i g h  a s p e c t  r a t i o  (beam) t e t r a h e d r a l  t r u s s  
modules of minimum width and maximum l e n g t h .  
by t h e  same b a s i c  mechanism d e s c r i b e d  above i n  F igure  9. 
The s t r u c t u r e  f o l d s  and deploys 
F i g u r e  13  
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MOD PETA ( J ) ,  CONTROLLED DEPLOYMENT OF BEAM MODULES 
The mechanical  sequence of deployment of t h e  beam module is  shown below. 
F i g u r e  14a shows t h e  t y p i c a l  " f la tpack"  with a l l  t u b u l a r  e lements  l y i n g  i n  
p a r a l l e l  o r i e n t a t i o n .  
s t r u c t u r e  t r a n s i t i o n  v e r t i c a l l y  t o  form a diamond s e c t i o n  shape. 
bay-by-bay forming a series of te t rahedrons .  
beam (module) assumes i t s  f u l l y  t r i a n g u l a t e d  t r u s s  c o n f i g u r a t i o n .  
I n  F igure  14b, both t h e  upper and lower l a y e r s  of t h e  
I n  F i g u r e  
I 14c, deployment occurs  i n  t h e  l o n g i t u d i n a l  d i r e c t i o n  a s  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  extends 
I n  F igure  14d, t h e  f u l l y  deployed 
a 
C 
b 
d 
F igure  14  
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MOD PETA (J), HANDLING AND JOINING MECHANISMS (HJM) REMOVE MODULE
"FLAT-PACKS" FROM ORBITER AND HOLD THEM ERECT FOR DEPLOYMENT
For launch in the Orbiter the "flat packs" are stowed in two stacks of
twelve modules each. Each stack is provided with a Handling and Joining
Mechanism (HJM). These remove the modules from the payload bay one at a time,
control deployment, bring the modules together, and join them.
In Figure 15, the initial stages of erection are shown. The forward HJM
is seen to have engaged the second module preparatory to removing it from the
payload bay. The aft HJM has already removed the first module and has posi-
tioned it ready for deployment. Inme right-hand view, this module is shown
supported vertically on six finger probes.
n
r
,00uLE.0
LMODULE NO. 1A
i
\
MODULE NO. 2A
JOINT
EFFECTOR X ¥ I I --..]_-.- DEPLOYMENT
(_M) _'--,-,-r-,-r' , _ ,
)
Figure 15
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MOD PETA (J), MODULE DEPLOYS IN TWO PHASES, FIRST OPENING TO
A DIAMOND SECTION, THEN LONGITUDINALLY, BAY-BY-BAY
Figure 16 illustrates the first increment of deployment of the module.
This step repeats, bay-by-bay until the fully deployed module extends in canti-
lever fashion, from the guide rail. The left-hand view of Figure 16 shows the
deployed section shape of the module.
The aft HJM differs from the forward HJM in that it is provided with a
joint effector subsystem which is capable of reaching both the lower and the
upper node fittings of the modules and of performing the structural joining of
the mating node fittings, as shown in Figures 17 and 18.
d J
S
S _
÷.
4.6m (NOM.)._.D_
(15.1 FI")
Figure 16
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M0DPETA(J), INITIAL TWOMODULESDEPLOYINDIVIDUALLY,THENJOIN
Twomodules are fully deployed, one from each HJM,which then moves them
into side-by-side contact for structural integration.
Joining of all node fittings along the interface is accomplished by
longitudinally translating the modules across the payload bay by hand-over-
hand operation of the two HJM's. As the integrated modules pass over the pay-
load bay the joint effector reaches upward, into the structure, and effects
the locking of the mating node fittings.
!
A-J
Figure 17
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MOD PETA (J), HALF REFLECTOR IS ASSEMBLED BY DEPLOYING AND
JOINING THE FIRST PAYLOAD OF 24 MODULES
The third module is deployed in the opposite direction to the first two
modules and the construction thus proceeds in a zig-zag mode, as indicated in
Figure 18 where the reflector is shown a little more than quarter complete.
Thirteen modules have been deployed and joined, and the fourteenth is deployed
and about to be joined.
When twenty-four modules have been joined, the reflector is half complete
and the initial payload is exhausted.
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MOD PETA, COMPLETION OF A 100-METER PARABOLOIDAL ANTENNA 
The second f l i g h t  produces t h e  second h a l f  of t h e  s t r u c t u r e .  I n t e g r a t i o n  
of t h e  two ha lves  i s  a f i n a l  f u n c t i o n  performed by t h e  second f l i g h t ,  o r  i n t e g -  
r a t i o n  can be performed concurren t  w i t h  assembly of  t h e  second h a l f .  
164 
F i g u r e  1 9  
THE MOD PETA CONCEPT PROVIDES LARGE
STRUCTURES OF OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
The mode of modularization (H or J) does not significantly affect the
structural characteristics of the completed Mod-PETA structure, and the
estimated data presented in Figure 20 can be considered generally typical for
large, hexagonal, modular Mod-PETA reflectors and platforms.
As a reflector, the structural thermal stability is more than adequate
for operation at 1GHz, but marginal at 15 GHz.
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MOD PETA, ACHIEVABLE FIGURE ACCURACY PERMITS OPERATION AT 15 GHz
High structural shape, accuracy and stability permit operational use at
high R.F. frequencies. Shape distortions result from designed approximations
of the ideal reflector figure, thermal strains due to varying temperature,
changes in applied structural loads, and deviations from nominal shape, during
space erection, due to fit to!er_nce_ (i_p._ r_p_t_hility). Initial or cor-
rected figure accuracy is limited by the achievable accuracy of measuring the
figure and effecting corrections.
Figure 21 presents the figure error budget, the RMS value of the error, and
equates this to R.F. capability.
i
Item 6 mm (inch) RMS
i. Geometry (design)
-- Common fiat facets
2. Thermal Strains
-- Structure
--Mesh system (10%)
3. Static Loading Strains
4. Measurement Accuracy
5. Adjustment Accuracy
6. Repeatability
Total RSS (half path error)
RSS correction (10%)
Adjusted total RSS ( 6 )
I. 14 (0.045)
1.12 (0.044)
0. ii (0.004)
O.O3 (0.001)
O.25 (0.01)
0.76 (0.03)
1.79 (0.070)
O. 18 (0.007)
1.61 (0.063)
>`/187 at 1 GHz
>,/12.5 at 15 GHz
Figure 21
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META, MODULAR ERECTABLE TRUSS ANTENNA
The META concept possesses a combination of the key characteristics of
both the DCM and the PETA concepts. Individual modules are very similar to
DCM modules in their general size and shape, in their manner of deployment,
and in their reflective surface installations. The essential difference is
found in the relative arrangement of their component structural elements. In
META the structural component arrangement is directly related to the tetrahedral
geometry of the PETA. A reflector structure assembled from META modules pro-
duces an overall structure geometry basically idential to PETA structure.
As with the DCM concept, the META modularization approach does not result
in structural duplication. META has a lower part count than the DCM (6489 tubes
versus 10,815 tubes and ties).
The principal disadvantages of the concept are its lower packaging density,
requiring 3.9 Orbiter flights to construct the full 100-meter reflector, its
high module count (721), and its relatively small structural depth, which is
limited to 3.1 meters compared to 3.5 meters for the DCM.
Although mechanical movements involved in deployment of the typical META
module are different from those for deploying the DCM, the overall time required
to deploy/assemble the full 100-meter META structure is estimated to be simi-
lar, i.e., 240 hours, approximately.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS OUTPUT DATA
Figure 23 presents analytical output including LASS computer program out-
put data.
The total number of individual tubular elements in the Mod-PETA (Study Case
H) i_ S_440 versus I0_815 tubes and ties in the DCM. The PETA H and J require
1.3 and 2.0 Orbiter flights, respectively, versus 2.6 for the DCM. Total
number of in-space structural connections to be effected for PETA (H and J) is
approximately 2,200 and 900, respectively, versus 8,460 for the DCM. The total
weight of PETA Study Case H is 8,125 kg (17,916 ib), versus 9,399 kg (20,725 ib)
for the DCM.
Concept Study Case
DCM PETA PETA META
OutputData (C) (H) (J)
Orbiter payloads required
Total reflector weight, kg (lb)
Structural depth, m (ft)
Fundamental frequency (fl), hertz
Surface accuracy, RMS, mm (in.)
Surface accuracy at 1 GHz
Surface accuracy at 15 GHz
Length of packaged module, m (ft)
Surface strut column strength,
newtons (lb)
Average 'concave strut length, m (ft)
Average 'convex' strut length, m (ft)
Average 'diagonal' strut length, m (ft)
Number of surface struts
Number of 'diagonal' struts
Number of cross bracing ties
Number of spring loaded columns
Number of 'in-space' structural
connections
2.6 1.3 2.0 3.9
9399 (20.725) 8125 (17,916) 8183 (18.043) 7515 (16,573)
3.5 (11.5) 4.05 (13.3) 4.05 (13.3) 3.10 (10.17)
1.78 2.20 2.20 1.80
2.83 (0.11) 1.61 (0.063) 1.61 (0.063) 2.92 (0,114)
>,/107.4 _,/187 _,/187 _,/103.6
_/7.2 _/12.5 _,/12.5 _/6.9
0.07 (0.23) 5.49 (18.0) 5.49 (18.0) 0.1 (0.34)
2131 (480) 2895 (652) 2895 (652) 2131 (480)
3.62 (11.8) 4.62 (15.2) 4.62 (15.2) 3.52 (11.50)
3.68 (12.1) 4.71 (15.5) 4.71 (15.5) 3.58 (11.55)
5.05 (16.6) 4.84 (15.8) 4.84 (15.8) 3.8 (12.5)
4326 3610 3361 4326
-- 1830 2112 2163
4326 -- -- --
2163 -- -- --
8460 2200 900 8460
Figure 23
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE THREE CONCEPTS
Figure 24 presents judgment scoring of the three candidate concepts
against pertinent evaluation factors. Weighting factors are presented in the
final column and are applied prior to summation. In all columns, higher values
indicate superiority and lower values inferiority.
The data indicates the Mod-PETA to be the superior concept despite its
structural duplication and the relatively greater challenge of manipulating
and joining its large modules.
Concept/Study Case
DCM PETA META Weighting
Item (C) (H/J) Factor Remarks
• Shape accuracy
as manufactured 5 5 5 8
as assembled in space 3 7 3 5
in-space correction i0 i0 I0 8
effect of time 4 7 7 5
s Thermal stability 9 10 8 8
• Dynamic stability 8 I0 8 8
• High strength 9 10 8 8
s Density of packaging 7 I0 3 i0
s Reliability of deployment 9 8 i0 8
a Reliability of assembly 5 5 5 8
s Ease of assembly 8 5 8 I0
s Minimized assembly time 5 5 5 I0
s Minimized support equipment 5 5 5 8
Low cost
- fabrication 3 7 10 8
- in-space assembly 7 I0 3 i0
Surface continuity 10 5 10 5
Flat facetted surfaces on all concepts
PETA has fewer intermodular joints
All concepts can be "shape tuned"
DCM structure is in constant stress state
META has the least structural depth
PETA has greatest structural depth
Tends to be proportional to structural
depth
META has lowest packaging density
PETA modules are few but more complex
DCM and META very repetitive. PETA
more complex
PETA modules are large
All require prolonged on-orbit time
All concepts require sophisticated
provisions
DCM has largest component part count
PETA requires fewest orbiter flights
PETA requires surface joining at
interfaces
Low total weight 8 9 10 5 META is lightest
Total 899 1000 892
Figure 24
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ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS
FOR LARGE REFLECTOR ANTENNAS
M. C. Bailey
NASA Langley Research Center
LSST 2ND ANNUAL TECHNICAL REVIEW
November 18-20, 1980
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REFLECTOR ANTENNA GEOMETRY
Geometric-optics aperture-integration is the basic technique selected
for computing the radiation pattern of a reflector antenna. Using the feed
pattern as a weighting factor, together with ray-tracing, the tangential
electromagnetic field is found at many points in an aperture plane parallel
to the y-z p1_ne. Numerical integration of the aperture field yields the
secondary far-field radiation pattern.
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STATUSOFCOMPUTERCODES
A variety of different reflector antenna geometries can be analyzed
using the geometric-optics aperture-integration technique, which requires
that the feed primary pattern and a description of the reflector surface be
known. The present capability of the Langley computer codes for reflector
antennas is listed here. Codeshave been developed for reflectors whose
surfaces are characterized by (a) an equation, (b) segments, (c) points in
a uniform rectangular lattice arrangement, and (d) points distributed
nonuniformly over the surface.
REFLECTOR ANTENNAS
ANALYTICAL SURFACE
Paraboloidal
Spherical
Ellipsoidal
Planar
Parabolic Cylinder
SEGMENTED SURFACE
Segments can be any of above analyticalsurfaces
SLIGHTLY DISTORTED SURFACE
A smooth perturbationof above analyticalsurfaces
characterizedby an orderlyarrangement of points
ARB ITRARY SURFACE
A smooth surfacecharacterizedby an unordered
arrangement of points
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OFFSET PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR GEOMETRY
An offset paraboloidal reflector with a focal length of 20.48 cm (8.062 in.)
and projected aperture diameter of 24.99 cm (9.84 in.) was fabricated and tested
at 35 GHz to verify the computer code for a reflector antenna with an analyti-
cally defined surface.
T
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OFFSET PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR 
The o f f s e t  p a r a b o l o i d a l  r e f l e c t o r  i s  i l l u m i n a t e d  by a 35 GHz dual-mode 
horn.  The horn  i s  mounted on a Z-axis vernier p o s i t i o n e r  f o r  p r e c i s i o n  
ad jus tment  o f  t h e  f eed  l o c a t i o n .  
The r e f l e c t o r  s u r f a c e  w a s  measured a t  many p o i n t s  ove r  a r e c t a n g u l a r  
l a t t i c e  u s i n g  a 3-axis Va l ida to r .  
p o i n t s  w e r e  used la ter  t o  v e r i f y  t h e  computer codes f o r  r e f l e c t o r s  cha rac t e r -  
i z e d  by o rde red  and unordered arrangement of  p o i n t s .  
The coord ina te s  of  s e l e c t e d  s u r f a c e  
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P<ADIATIONPATTERNFOROFFSETPARABOLOIDALREFLECTOR
A comparison is madebetween the measuredand calculated radiation
pattern in the H-plane (x-y plane) for the offset paraboloidal reflector
with the feed horn at the focal point. The calculations were obtained from
the computer code for a perfect paraboloidal reflector.
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RADIATION PATTERN FOR OFFSET PARABOLOIDAL REFLECTOR (8.5 ° scan)
Comparison between measured and calculated patterns also verifies the
computer code when the feed is laterally displaced for H-plane beam scan.
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OFFSET FACETED SPHERICAL REFLECTOR GEOMETRY
An offset spherical reflector with a 60.9 cm (24 in.) radius of curvature
was fabricated in which the spherical surface is approximated by 54 flat
triangular segments. The faceted spherical reflector was illuminated by a
35 GHz dual-mode horn with the electric field vector polarized in the y-
direction.
7.4 cm i I L 29.2 cm I v
(2.9 in.$
60:__9 cm
121oI- (24.0 in.)
_X
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OFFSET FACETED SPHERICAL REF'LECTOR 
The 35 GHz f a c e t e d  s p h e r i c a l  r e f l e c t o r  w a s  used t o  exper imenta l ly  
v e r i f y  t h e  segmented r e f l e c t o r  computer code f o r  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  p red ic -  
t i o n .  
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RADIATION PATTERNS FOR OFFSET FACETED SPHERICAL REFLECTOR
A comparison between the E- and H-plane calculated and measured
patterns for the 35 GHz faceted spherical reflector verifies the accuracy
of the computer code for segmented reflectors. The computer model also
accurately predicts th_ o_currence of a grating lobe effect in one plane
due to the periodic nature of the facets.
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DISTRIBUTIONOFPOINTSUSEDTO
CHARACTERIZESURFACEOFOFFSETREFLECTOR
The surface of the 35 GHzoffset paraboloidal reflector was measuredat
1844 points. Of these, 200 were selected as shownto be used in the computer
code for an arbitrary reflector surface described by a nonuniform arrangement
of points. No attempt wasmadeto optimize the number or distribution of
points, although 200 was the numberselected since that appears to be a
realistic number of targets for an in-orbit surface measurementsystem.
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RADIATION PATTERN FOR OFFSET REFLECTOR CHARACTERIZED
BY NONUNIFORM DISTRIBUTION OF POINTS
A comparison is made between the measured E- and H- plane patterns of
the 35 GHz offset paraboloidal reflector and the calculated patterns for the
same reflector using the 200 points to descrihe the surface. The accuracy
of the computer prediction is quite good considering that the only descrip-
tion of the surface was the coordinates of a finite number of points on the
reflector. The results indicate the possibility of acceptable accuracy in the
prediction of electromagnetic performance for arbitrarily distorted reflectors
using the coordinates of a practical number of measured points. An
optimization of the number and distribution of points, and experimental
verification for a distorted reflector are planned.
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REFLECTOR ANTENNA ANALYSIS
( PLANNED ACTIVITY )
DIFFRACTION EFFECTS
Reflector edges
Objects in aperture (cables_ feed_ etc.)
DUAL REFLECTORS
Analytically defined surfaces
Surfaces characterized by finite number
OPTIMIZATION
Number and distribution of points for
arbitrary (distorted) reflector surface
of points
characterizing
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
Distorted reflector
Dual-reflector
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